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Teacher advisor Valerie James nvinces
a workshop full of elementary school

teachers to make a toy bird from a coat
hanger, to balance the bird on a p p bottle;

,and to Analyze what fi'appens when yo change
the bird's sliape. Several teachers are
initially hostile, but they graduall became
absorb.sd in experimentation. "This sn't
iust albake-it-and-take-it workshop," Valerie
later explained. "I'm trying to help
teachers discover Aomething about thei own
learning style and fears about learnin . As
work with them ever a period of month

I'll keep bringing them back to reflect n
this experience."

g;oup of school principa?s has come
together to share concerns. Gradually

Tony Dellasandro, the group's idvisor, gui es
the conversation away from lunchroom,sched-
ules and playground supervision to some
touchier subjects. "The ressure is 'list to

reat for me," one'principal remarks quietly.
"Last night at 5 p.m., I wasn't going to come
back to school this morning." "A principal,"
added another, "is a person who knows nothing
but must pretend he knows everything. Any
question I ask is seen as a sign of incom-
petence."

Bill Grady, a parent advisor, sits in(a
parent meeting in Arkansas that is being

held in one parent's liVing room.' "We always
like to meet with parents in their homes at
first, not in the school," Bill explains,

-"because parents have more confidence when
they're on their own ground."

PRACTICAL AD
FOR'ASSISTANCE G

.a

In eacli of these situations, exp ienced
advisors are working to make schoo change.
EaCh advisor is part of an assistance group

that is, a group that helpS-teacher'
principalsparents, or some combination of
these client groups bring about changes i
local schools. (Definitions of "assistanoe

- group" and other key terms appear on the ne
page.)

The assistance,group fixes on some goals for
improving the sohools and develops carefully
thought7out methods for pursuing those goals.
When Valerie James responds to a teacher's
hostile question, or Bill Grady insists that
the parent meeting take place in someone's
living room, they draw on strategies for
improving the schools carefully de/eloped by

. their rtspective assistance groups.

This handbook was written to help other
assistance groups profit from the experience/
of several groups we studied that had had ,

some substantial success. It is a practica)
manual for assistance groups who work to /

change'the way local schools actually tree,*
children day-to-day.

There's a lot to be lear d from the experi-
ence of effective grou s. If you aie a prin-
.

cipal advisor, teacher advisor, curriculum

consultant, staff development specialist,
group process facilitator, dissemination
specialist, parenf trainer, parent organizer,

1 *i



KEY TERMS USED IN TEM HANDBOOK

advisors The members of the assistance group
who carry out the direct assistance,
working face-to-face with clients.

assistance A group that is' based inside or
group outside a local school district

whose major purpose is to prov-ide
direct assistance.

assistance
group

leadership

clients
and client

groups

critical

task

direct,
face-to-face,

or oft-site

assistance

.The top leader or leaders of an
assistance group who bear major
responsibility for leading the
organization as a whole.

The individuals and groups who
receiv direct assistance school

principalsl'teachers, parents, or
some combination.

A task identified by our research as
crucial to the effectiveness of the
assistance group.

Assistance to teachers, principals,
and/or parents to bring about changes
in the way specific local schools
treat children. The help is, pro-

vided primarily through contact with
the teachers, principals, or par-
ents over a period of several years.

human The network of formal and informal
system responsibilities, rules, understand-

or social ings, expectations, etc., that bind
system people together in an organization

including schools, school dis-
tricts, and assistance groups.

school A particular school, including its
community staff, plus the students, parents,

school district departments, inde-
pendent organizations, social agen-
ciel, and everyone,else who has a
stake in the operation of this
school.

school An assistance group's overall plan
improvement for improving khe:schools, which

strategy, s'pecifies what is wrong, how school
communities can be changed to
address these problems, and what the
assiscthice group should do 'to bring
about these changes.

1 6



child advocate, or anyone else who works as
Part_of an assistance group, we think you can
become more effective if yov actively analyze
your daily activities along the lines we
sugges,t in the chapters that follow.

HOW WE GOT HERE
By what right do we give this Selvice?

In the early 1970s,we began to recognize
wfiat many others were omning to understand at
the same time: all the new money, new
programs, and new laws that were supposed to
improve public education. weren't having much
effect on local schools. Life in schools and
classrooms was'going on pretty much as it
always had. A school superintendent expressed
the problem well when she said, "If it didn't
happen with the kids, it didn't happen."
Much of the time it didn't.

We began to look around for. places where it
was "happening with the kids," especially
with kids whom many had given up on: poor,
black, and Hispanic children. We found
innercity schools where students had above
average reading skillS, schools in the South
Bronx where Puerto Rican children and their
fatilies were treated with,great respect,,an
allblack school in Dayton where teams of
teachers had developed an individualized
program sparkling with creativity and excite
ment. We believed we saw some reasons why
these schools were so different.

1 d

One thing we found frequently was that a
group of advisors had played a role in
encouraging these changes. They had worked
directly with school staff or parents for
several years to help give them the commit
ment, knowledgevand skills needed to turn
the schools ar (Ind.

We wanted to help other groups who were
providing this type of assistance or who-were
planning,to. So we decided to study experi
enced a's,sistance groups who had had some
striking supcesses. After a nationai search,t
we picked,six groups to study,"which are
described on pages 6 to 34

The groups we 4studied varied,in dozens of
ways. Some worked with teachers,..some with
principals, some with parents, some with a
combination. They worked in urban, suburban,
and rural,settings. Their educational and
political philosophies differed. They drew
on a spectrum of methods, including formal
warkshops, .teaching by example, and overthik-
shoulder assistance. They produced extensiv6
written and audiovisual material to aid
their work.

What they had in common was that they were
all trying to bring about substantial changes
in specific local schools by working onsite
with client groups for ,several years.

We spent about six weeks gathering informa
tion about the'work of eaCh group.

a



GROUPS

group AFIIKNT ASSOCid:6;
Harlem, New York

main AFRAM assisted low-income parent
client groups,whose children were enrolled
groups in federal Follow-Th ugh programs

in eight cities in t,h eastern
United States. Their major focus
was on black families, buF, they

sometimes worked with other low-
income and minority families.

focus of AF
assistance the

.

inv

edu

nee

pro

M sought to help parents gain
confidence and skills to become
lved in deciding.what types of
ational programs their children
ed and in carq7ing these
rams out. They wanted to

reassert the central role of the
family in shaping education.
Ideally, this meant confident,
informed parents serving on govern-
ing boards, and parents as co-

,

teachers in the classroom.
-

Nationally, AFRAM wanted to build a'
parents' political movement to work
together for these objectives.

some key AFRAM hired active parents at each
methods site to encourage other parents to '

become involved. "Field consultants"
visited sites regularly And met
with parents to encourage them and
help them plan. AFRAM kept up a
steady stream of short written commu- ,

nications to local sites. Parents

STUDIED

from all sites met once a year at
a national Family Conference. ,

#)

group Center for New Sch ls (CNS)
Chicago, Illinois

main CNS advisrors worked wi h both school
client staff and parents ho ere actively
groups attempting to change urban (mainly

Chicago) schools.

focus of CNS tried a variety of strategies
assistance for encouraging active parent

involvement in urban schools and for
helping school staff t`67.zarry out
programs more respons've to urban
students.

They helped plan alternative
schools, advised active pasent
groups, and in one project tried to
irmtive both parents and school
staff in identifyög and solving
school problems.

some key CNS studied effect* school
me4ho9 programs and effective parent .

involvement and used information
drawn frod successful programs to
help others in similar situations.

4
They gave advice and technical
support in formal and informal meet-

ings while the groups they wep.e!:
helping planned and carried out'
activities.

"



group

main
client
groups

focus of
assistance

some key
methods

CreativeTeachingWorkshop(CrW)
New York, New York

CTW advisors initially helpe,0
teachers in several New York public
schools incorporate "experiential
education" inL their.school's
learning Brogram. Having learnelc:_
from this effort that the school
principal TA;as key in encouraging or

blocking change, they began an
advisory program ior principals with
the same focus.

CTW aimed to deve,lop a model for
learning for both children and
adults that had direct experience as
its base --especially experience in
working with tangible materials likp
clay,- paints, balance beams. CTW
strove to make such experiences more
than Ommicks -- to incprporate them
inio a systematic approach to
learning'.

CTW collaborated with teachers on
classroom, learning projects, perhaps
helping students build a rabbit cage
and then working with the teacher,0
"extend" related possibilities fair
learning into all subject areas.
With principals, the advisors might,
suggest they keep track of their
time for a week to see how their
Stated priorities matched the way
they spent their time. CTW advisors
sought to "break through" with both

24

group.

',45,

principals_and teachers by involving
them in clay' modeling, building
classroom equipment, etc., to help.
them understand their own learning
style.

Institute for thtrpevelopment of
Educational ActivitieS (-/I/D/E/A/)
Dayton, Ohio

main /I/D/E/A/ began by advising princi-
client pals and teachers in 40 public
groups elementary schools who wanted to

"individualize education." Building
on this experience, they began to
train additional advisors from such
agencies as state departments of ,

educatiqn and universities to help
local schools carry out the strategy)
/I/D/E/A/ had developed for individ-
ualizing education. At the time Of
the study, 1,400 schools had adopted
its plan for individualization.

focus of The focus of /I/D/E/APs Individ-
assistance ually Guided Education (IGE) was

very explicit: learning was to be
individualized and involve a careful
cycle of assessment, planning, and
instruction. 'The school was to be
divided irito learning communities of
100 to 150scudents eaught by a team
of three to five teachers and an
aide. Teachers were to improve
their own abilities by helping one

7
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another, by consulting the
/I/D/E/A/-trained advisor, and by
participating in the activities 91 a
"league" of IGE schools.'.

some key Steps in carrying out the shift to
methods IGE in a school were cai fully

prescribed. The advisor led york-
shopd to allow the school staff to
decide whether to adopt IGE. Help
from the advisor, along with a
series of carefully designed hand-
buks aboyt important aspects of IGE
(such as the principal's role), were
key to /I/D/E/Al's approach. Also
very important was IGE's emphasis on
"peer learning" among staff in each
school and in the league of schools.

group Rural Education Program (REP)
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

)
Portland, Oregon

,-- .

main REP advisors assisted school adminis-
-client trators, teachers, parents, and

,

groups other citizens in rural communities
to work,together to. identify and

solve school problems. REP advisors

.......

-
Originally worked directly in local
communities in developing their '

strategy; later they trained staff
from state and regional departments

. .

of education to be problem-Solving
advisors 'in local schoeil, districts.

focus of REP worked to broaden participation
assistance in sChool decision making by giving

educators and citizens the skills to
identify and solve problems corlab-
oratiVely. The'heart of REP's
approach was to teach a step-by'-step
problem-solving process that involv-
ed identifying a problem; searching
for posi-ible solutions, choosing a
solutibn, trying it in practice, and
evaluating the changes that had been
Made.

some key REP methodg included formal work-i
methods shops to teach skills; "Modeling" a

skill by using it in practice; giv-'
Pig people "ovet-the-shoulder"
advice; and providing them with
writtewmaterials to explain proce-
dures, skills, and possible alterna-
tive solutions, to school problems.

t

2 4
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+group United Bronx Parents (UBP)
Bronx, New York

main UBP assisted black and Hispanic
client parents in the South Bronx, an area
groups of severe poverty in New York City.

focus'of UBP actively led a parent movement
assistance in the South Bronx and sought'to

mobilize parents in local schools to
join it. They wanted decision
malsing about educational programs to
rest with parents at the locaa
aevea, ,In Obrsuing this goal, they
trained and organized parents to
Maintain a.regular "presence" in the
schools, to analyze the school's
prograM, and to press for changes.
They insisted that minority children
be treated,with respect in school,
and they sought to eliminate arbi
ttary student suspensions and

i expulsions. ,

A,'
some'key;, Through 4kei own activism UBP staff7
methods sciiightetepTOVide a =del for the',

.

0411s 4nd ;16itudes they wantO ,1

parents to acquire. They,al,so., .

,

conducted formal trainigg with
parents th'at alternated workshops

with investigative visits to
schools. UBP staff often acted as
ahvocates for individual children in
meetings with school authorities.

Supporting these activities was a
series of over 100 short handouts

), and handbooks developed by UBP.



We watched as they Olanned'and reflectea
on their work. We interviewed group members
and people they were trying to help. We visited
the schools they were attempting.to change,
and spent time watching and asking questions.
We conducted more than 300 interviews and
took about.;4200 pages of notes. We also
collected and reviewed the written materials
the groups had produced and any evaluations
or other evidence about the impact of their
work.

As we gathered this evidence, we began to
sort out successful versus unsuccessful
assistance efforts. Most groups had experi-
enced a mixture of success and failure. In

some cases, the group had helped bring about
many of the changes they were aiming for.
They had developed a strong relationship with
the people they were trying to help, major
changes were apparent in the way the schools
were functioning, and these changes lasted
even when the assistance group cut back its

involvement.

In other cases, very little went right.
Relationships with the teachers or parents
were shaky or ended in bad feelings. Perhaps
a few individuals changed, but mostly the
school went on as before. Looking at these
examples of success and failure, we asked the
key question that concerned us in the study:
What did assistance groups do in those situa-
tions where they were successful and in those

situations where they weren't?

THE QUALITIES OF
EFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE
In answering this question, we have tried to
be as specific as possible about how effec-
tive assistance groups are organized, how
they work with client groups day-to-day, how
they make plans and refine them, how they
manage their own organization.

To explain the conclusions we came to about
effective assistance, we have compared the
process of buildingsan effective assistance
group to putting together a puzzle.

Once you've assembled a complex puzzle, you
,can step back from it and see some clear
patterns that run through it. Similarly, in
the next chapter, we describe some clear
patterns running through all aspects of
effective assistance group operatiqns. One

pattern, for example, is that effective
assistance groups manage to spend their ,

limited time on the things they care about
mo.st. If they feel they need to do more
planning, for instance, 6hey make the time to
plan despite other pressures. In contrast,
ineffective groups are always making resolu-
tions they don't,keep. They may voice the
same,goals as an effective group, but their
talk is not matched by the way they allot
their precious working hours.

Understanding such general patterns is

helpful. But it is also important to break



down the commlexities of an effective
tance group -- to take the puzzle ap

There are seven important areas of
group activity, which one can thi
sections of a puzzle:

Puzzle Section 1. Forming the
. group

Puzzle Section 2. Leading a
assistan

Puzzle Section 3. Refini
ment

*Puzzle Section 4. Dev

To

Puzzle Section5. B

Puzzle Section 6.

Puzzle Secian

We devote a c

assis
art.

assistance
nk of as

assistance

nd managing the
ce group

ng a school improve
strategy'

eloping the/ adv isor 's

le,

uilding relationships
with clients

Providing assistance

7. Raising funds

hapter to discussing each one.

Each of the seven sections of the puzzle has
from 6 to 22 specific pieces. These are
critical tasks that must be carried out if
you want to be effective in a particular area
of assistance work. In the area of "provid
ing assistance," for example, we found that
effective assistance groups "consistently
emphasize that clients need to take indepen-

dent action" and are careful to avoid clients
becoming dependent on them. Ineffective
assistance groups are always doing things for
clients that don't improve the clients'
capabiliUes to act on their own.

In All, we've identified 86 of these puzzle
pieces, 86 critical tasks that are generally

LL
carried o t well by effective assistance
groups an oorly by ineffective groups. A
complete list of these critical tasks appears
at the end of this handbook.m
The critical tasks that we\fdentified are an
accurate reflection of what worked and what
didn't work for the six groups we studied.
We are not saying they are the last word
about how to provide effective assistance.
What we've tried to do in this handbódk" is to
present what we found clearly. It's up to
you to see how our observations fit your own
situation and problems. .

PLAN FOR THE HANDBOOK
the next chapter, we discuss some general.

Patterns that run through all aspects of
building an effective assistance group.

Then, individual chapters are devoted tq
each of the seven maidr sections of the
assistance group puzzle listed above (leading
and managing the group, developing the
advisor's role, anc( so on). At the beginning
of each chapter, we list all the critical
tasks that go into that area of group effort,



and then pick out certain tasks for addi-

tional discussion.

To help you apply what we found to your owk
situation, most chapters include two kinds of
exercises that enable you to compare your
group's operation against the patterns we
found: "Rate Yourself" charts and "Look at
Yourself" exercises.

"RabaYourself"alartS
The "Rate Yourself" chart at the beginning of
each chapter lists all the critical tasks
that we found contributed to effectiveness in
that particular area. For example, the box

on the next page lists four of.the eight
critical tasks for "building and maintaining
relationships with clientg." Each critical
task is a specific piece of the puzzle you
have to put together to be Ofective.

Beside each critical task, we ask you to rate
your group on a sixpoint scale: +3 means
that the task is "exactly what you do" in
your own assistance work; 3 means the task
is "not at all what you do" in,your, assis
tance work; the points in between reflect
greater or lesser success on each task..,

We urge you to complete the Rate Yourself
charts. 4,If you are reading ihis handbook
alone, filling out the charts will fqrce you
to think about how the critical tasks relate

to your own work. If you just fun your eyes
bver them, you will gain little.

If you are using the book as part of a group
.ypu should transfer all yo r individual
responses onto one Rate Yo rself chart.
(Critical tasks are numbered to help you

discuss them.) Then discuss the following
questions, which are repeated below each
chart:

2)

I Why did individuals rate the group as they
did on specific tasks?

I Do you agree that these particular tasks
are critical,to your effectiveness, or do
you think that our observations are
misguided or i appropriate for you?

Identify cri ical\ tasks that are both
important to you and on which you are doing
a good :11:1. What\factors account for your

effectiveness?

Identify critical t sks that are both
important to you and on which you are doing
a poor boll. What factors accotInt for yoar

problems and how could you perform
tasks more effectiveW

"More About Selected Crit cal Tasks
Following the Rate Your\S\elf chart in each
chapter, the rest of the chapte is called

"More about Selected Critical T sks." We

have picked out some of the critical tasks
from the ones in the Rate Yours lf chart and
explained them more fully, clar fying how
effective assistance groups carr them out
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taking key The assistance group takes into

people and account key people and groups in the

groups into school community in the process of

account building relationships. (#5-1)

Understand- The assistance group gathers

ing local information about the hiskory of the

history school, school district, gild

community. (#5-2)

The assistance g'roup makes ealistic

as essments of the match between its
ca abilities and the needs, readi-
n ss, and other key characteristics
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match with
client's
situaton

agreements
on mutual
responsi-
bilities

The assistance group develops a
clear agreement with clients about
the nature and limits of the assis-
tance it will Trovide and about the
clients' reeponsibilities in the
assistance process. (#5-8)
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and.giving examples. We have not commented
on all critical tasks listed in the Rate
215Urse/f chart's; this would hove made-the
handbook too long.

"Look at Yourself" ExerciSes
After most of the critical tasks we describe
in detail, there is an exercise that sIggests
how you can imprFe your performance of this
task. hese exercises are 'called "Look at
Yoursel "

Look at Yourself exercises take frequent use
of_four techniques explained briefly below:

Recording on newsprint. Record your ideas. on

large pieces of newsprint that you tape to
the wall. Don't just have someone taking
notes: better for everyone to have a visihle
record of what is said so they can think
about and work with the ideas more readily,
on't use blackboards. They will soon be,

filled up, and You will have to destroy the*
record of your discussions.

Brainstorming is a method deigned to- get
ideas out, to spur creativity, and to over-
come narrow thinking. Group members should
respond to a question (like "What can we do
to improve staff selection?") with whatever
ideas coae to mind. A recorder puts them all'
down on newsprint, and everyone holds off on
criticism until the brainstorm has shaken out

a lot of ideas to sift and compare.

,\J

1

Follow-up analysis. After brainstorming, you
will want.to go back and sort through ideas.
You may want to group them, elaborate on
.them, eliminate some ideas, or organize them
according to priority. You can then, type up

'your ideas from newsprint as a recoOd of what
you thought about or decided.

Case studies. Sometimes we ask a group
member to prepare an outline or narl.raive,
describing a specific assistance
example, your effort to work out an agr ement
with a specific client group). The caie
study gives you a concrete example of your
work'to compare against'the lessons we've
drawn from our research.

,THIS_HANDBOOK IS
NOT'JUST FOR READING
You.probably won't want to fill out eVery
chart or do every exercise. But the more you
'use this handbook actively -- the more you
Rate Yourself and Look at Yourself 4tead of
just reading passively -- the more likely it
is that our analysis will be of some help to
you.

Here are some ways that assistance groups
have already made active use of the handbOok,
wial and without.the help of an outside
consultant:

3 z .00
.1



Haye staff members fill'out all Rate
Yourself charts. Then bring everyone
together to consolidate individual
responses and identify thoie areas of the .

grpup's work or specific critical tasks
that need priority.attention. One parent
training group usedthe Rate Yourself
charts to take stock of their whole organi.7
zation at a time when they received a large
federal grant.

If you already have identified an area of
your work or a critical task that needs
attention, use the,relevant Rate Yourself
charts or Look at Yourself exercises to
sharpen your perception of problems.and to
begin to solve them. For instance, the
director of a state dissemination team that
worked with local schools used the Rate
Yourself chart for q,eading and Managing
the Group" to help staff analyze management.
problems that most had been complaining
about.

If you ar a ultant to ap assistance
group or' staff m ber,charged with
helpi he group strengthen some aspect of
its operations, pull out relevant exercises
and explanatiOns from the handbook and
weave them into your effort to help the
group. For instance, we,have used the
exercises on pages 87 and 88 called "How
Detailed Are Your Maps of School CommUni-
ties?" to help several assistance groups
identify gaps in'their understanding of the
school districts where they work.
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The first year that advisors from Creative
Teaching Workshop spent in the schools

was a difficult one. They had agreed to help
teachers in three schoolsidevelop concrete
learning experiences for children that
involved them in measuring, counting, build-
ing, observing. One advisor had primary
responsibility for each school.

Each advisor set up a teachers' center room
where teachers could work on projects for
btudents. Advisors brought terrariums and
salt water aquariums into the classroom and
assisted teachers in developing learning .

projects around them. They held workshops on
topics that teachers said were of special
interest to them.

In one school 'Where there was strong initial
support from the principal and a core of
teachers) teachers began to incorporate many
active learning projects into their class-
room. In a second school, only a scattering
of teachers became involved; the advisors
believed this reflected the lukewarm commit-
ment the principal had made to the advisors'
work. In the third school, there was also
some progress. But when the main advisor
there took sides in a political conflict
within the school, the directpr of Creative
Teaching Workshop fired her. He felt she was
not focusing on the advisory group's main
agenda and had alienated the majority of
teachers.

CTW's director had hoped that the advisors
would work closely as a teap, with one
experienced advisor as its head. But the -1',

advisors grew reluctant to discuss their
problems openly and several subtly communi-
cated that the other advisors should not
worry about "my achool." Also, the CTW
director and the leader of the advisory
project were drawn heavily into fund raising
and proposal writing for the organization, so
they were not able to spend much time over-
seeing the advisors' work.

Reviewing the year's experience lai.er, the
advisors felt they had learned a great deal.
They decided they couldn't work in a school
where they didn't have strong support from
the principal. They became sensitive to the
problem of alienating the majority of
teachers in a school by working with a small
group of those whp were initially responsive.
They felt that they had been careless in

'I)
hiring one of the,adikors without thinking
learly about whethellOthis person had skills
nd viewpoints that meshed with those of the
group. They felt the advisors were working
too-much on their ol-Al and that advisory work
needed more day-to-day coordination. .And
they reccignizedhow4und-raising responsi-
bilities pulled overloaded staff members away
from the work in the schools.

They_ began to underst nd how such varied

activities as advisin teachers, hiring
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advisors, supervising visors, deciding what

schools to work with and raising funds
collided with each 1ther in their daily work.

Host of this handb ok deals with the speci-
fics of building n effe tive assistance
group, since we've found hat assistance
groups succeed or fail because of their skill
in putting many small pieces together.

But it is also important to see the whole
jauzzle and recognize the patterns that

connect the small pieces. This chapter
discusses some key ideas that should help you
step back and see some ofthese patterns
clearly.

Seeing the Whole Puzzle
'As we followed assistance group staffs around
day after day and as we dug into their his-
tories, we found that their work fell into
seven main areas of activiC:y, or sections of
-the puzzle, that determined their effective-
ness. These...Areas have already been listed

in the first chapter:

NI Forming the assistance group

Leading and managing the group

III Refining a school improvement strategy

Developing the advisor's role

Builciing relationships wit clients

Providing assistance

Raising funds

Some advisors fo sC mot of their attention
on the Rrocess o providing assistance," the
fundamental reas that assistance groups
exist. 'However, as Creative Teaching Work-
shop discovered in its first year of advisory
work, providing assistance is closely inter-
locked with other sections of a larger
puzzle. Ignoring other sections of the
puzzle sabotages your ability Co be effective
in the schools. Fot example, if you don't
develop a clear strategy for providing help
to teachers that specifies some outer imits

for what you'll do, you'll soon be m e y an
"extra hand." If you're -riot careful in

selecting and training staff, you'll put
incompetent advisors into sensitive school or
commlnity meetings and create difficulties
that will take months to undo.

,

Further, in each major area of your work (for
example, "refining a school improvement
strategy"), there are a number of critical
tasks you must do well. Some people get
impatient with us when we'claim that an
effective,assistance g oup must do about 86
critical tasks well, b t that's what our,
research indicates.
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If you think about other groups that pe.form
complex task togethe -- legal teims, \
e cal tegig, al teams -- it should

imam diately be clear why this makes sense.
A t am working on a complex task is not
ef ective unless its members can do'dozens of
different things well -- and together.

Let's take, for exaMple, one critical task
that most groups don't foresee will have much
importance for them: "lhe assistance group
finds effective ways tofstay in close contact
with staff members and clients who are spread
oxit geographically." Three of the six groups
wre studied had serious administrative.prob-
lems at a poitt when they got additional
money and suddenly were expanding across
cities and states. They hired staff in these
new locations but hadn't thought through the
problems of coordinating and supporting their
work effectively; this new coordination
problem was just one of several dozen issyes
competing for their attention at the mament
when "success" broughtvmore money and a
chance to grow.

.4"

We believe that an assistance group that pays
careful attention to the seven areas of
activity we've identifie'd and is carrying out
most of the critical tasks we've identified
will be very effective. We are challenging
you to check this out by thinking about-your
own work in light of aft analysis.

Look at Yourself
Hayti Does Your Work Fit Together?
Beginning on the next page is an exercise
entitled "How Does Your Work Fit Together?"
The exercise has two parts. In Part 1, you
are asked to analyze a specific problem you
have encountered in your assistance work and
trace its origins. -We provide you with an
example, from one of the groups we studied.

In Part 2, we ask you to generalize from your
analysis of this problem and identify some
ways that various areas of your activity -

(managing the group, raising funds, building
relationships with clients) influence your
ability to provide effective assistance.

The purpose of both parts of the exercise is
to help you see relationships between your
direct work with teachers, parents, or schdol
administrators and the other areas of activ-
ity on which you spend your worktime.

A

0



How Does Your Work Fit Together? Part 1

1. Choose an important problem that occurred in

your assistance sorkthat most group 'members

are familiar with.

2.. Make a diagram like'the one below.

a. In the square, describe the problem briefly.

b. Then answer the queston "Why?" with the most
immediate reasons why the problem occurted.

7
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c. Develop these chains of "why questions"
until you have taken them back five

or six steps.

d. Look over the record of your analysis
and separately list out on newsprint
any important patternst issues, and
problems that are suggested.

Then do'Part 2 of the exercise.
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IicyorI)amOrlickurTarIciTiVrogetheeTart2

Use your analysis from Part,1 to list
Al" important ways that your efforts to

provide assistance are affected by the
other parts of your Work'listed bel-ow.

_2. Add other importa.nt influences not

How are yokir efforts to provide assistance

affected by:

fl Key things that happened when your group
was formed?

4
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Ttle nature of your leadership and internal
map4gement activities (dividing up work,
makpg decisions, hiring staff, etc.)?
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suggested by the examOle.

3. Choose one important pattern you have
identified.that you feel you can make
some progress in altering and make some
specific plans for improvement.

The way you have defined the advisor's role
and the way it works out in practice? .
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Precious Time
I

If you want to understand how an organization
really works and what its realoriorities
-.are, analyze how its members.actually spend
their time.

/organization, assistance groups included,
b lds Er public image. Assistance groups
create an idealized picture of all the things
they're trying to accomplish and how they go
about it. This ideal picture is important
and useful. It can inspire staff members and
.clients by giving them a standard to liVe up

:to. It can help attract support from funders
and school district decision makers.

But a public image can also mislead assis-
tance group members, especially when you are
trying to think hard about how to do a better
iob. You may come to believe your own
rhetoric and not be sensitive to the places
where there is a gap between,your ideal and
day-to-day reality. Or you may focus on onp
product of your, labors -- direct work with
parents dr educators -- and not recognize the
importance and impact'of all the other things
you have to do to keep the organization
together.

We once found the overworked head of an
assistance group huddled over his desk late
jit night writing paychecks and figuring,tax
lgeductions. "With all the things you have to

do," we asked, "why are you doing this?"
"Wel\1 our old bookkeeper was no good, and I
haven t had a chance to hire another one. So

there Such day-to-day, mundane activ- -

ities a d your ways of coping with them often
determine success and failure -- not just
hopes and ideals.

One of the best ways to uncover these day-to-
day realities is to analyze'how people
actually spend their-time. We found, for
example, that interviewing job applicaots,
paying bills, and struggling with the copying
machine absorb a great deal more time than
most people realize and that poorly performed
adminj.strative work pushes some assistance
'groups to the edge of chaos. We found tWat
activities related to raising and maintaining
enough money also absorb vast amounts of
staff time. The need to please funders'is
also a major cause for sudden shifts in an
assistance group's worktime.

e found that assistance groups list numerous
pri ities in their public statements about
how schiols should be improved, b4t they
devote the bulk of their time to only a few
of them -- and not always the ones they say
are most important. We found that although
some groups make elaborate plans for analyz-
ing their assistance work, actually sitting
down and doing the analysis often has a low
priority. -When the inevitable time crunch
comes, analysis sessions are postponed.



To be effective, assistance groups must work
with the same clients over a long period.
Yet you generally have a small staff and
uncertain fundihg. The wav you use your.
limited resources of staff time is crucial to
your effectiveness. One of our aim in this
handbook is to help you examine how you
really use your time and how you might use it
more effectively.

Look at Yourself
How Do You Spend Your Time?I
Group members are asked to reconstruct their
time for a two-week period and analyte how
they spent it. We also suggest you choose
one problem that emerges from the discussion
and make specific plans to deal with it.

The purpose of the exercise is to help you
compare your priorities and how you actually
spend your time.

>
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How Do-You Spend Your Time?

1.. Rave aroup members keep track of what they
did,dUYing a.two-week period, making notes
like tile ones below. (Qx have them think
back oVer the past two weeks and put down
as much as they can remember.) Record this
inform$tion on a form like the one below.

2. List the three highest priorities for each
individual's work. Then discuss the follow-
ing questions:

-a. In what ways are your time charts con-
sistent with your priorities?

b. In what ways are your time charts incon-
sistent with your prioritie4 Are there
important priorities to which you are
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actually devoting very little tipe?
c. When the time crunch comes, what tasks.

receive the highest priority? Which
ones get dropped? Why?

3. Choose one problem that has emerged from
your discussion of time use that you think
you can make some progress in solving. Make
some specific, plans for change. For example:

Are there tasks done by key people that
could be delegated?
Are there.tasks that are really lower
priority that could be delayed or dropped?
Would better coordination among some
group members save time?

a.

b.

c.
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Adjusting and Standing Firm
Effective assistance groups stand for some:.
thing; this ability to stand firm is key to
their ability to bring dbout change. They
also adapt to different people, schools,
communities. circumstances -- but they do it
carefully and without sacrificing the core of
what they are all about.

Effective assistance groups know when to
stand firm. They have strong values and

.beliefs about how the scktols can be improv-
ed. They have a cleax sense of what they
want tb accomplish and how to go about it
that has been refined over time. This cen-
tral coreof commitment, self-assurance, and
accumulated skill makes a vital contribution
to the group's effectiveness. One parent
group advisor from AFRAM Associates analyzed
how crisis points arise when his group feels
the need to stand firm:

13With every group we help, we always reach
a crisis point where there is a major
conflict. They want us eo do something for
them, like write a proposal or plan a

-,.._meeting, that we think they should be doing

for themselves. Then they tell us we're
not doing our job. And we till them that
we aren't there to solve their-problems for
them -- they haye to do that themselves.

AssistLce groups that are merely "flexible"
and "responsive" end up working on trivial
issues and make clients dependent on them.

46,

But effective groups are not merely applying
a rigid formula. In all aspects of their
work, they are slowly adjusting to new staff
members, clients, schools, communities,
circumstances. ,

'For example, Rural Education Program devel-
oad a problem-solving process that they'
taught to educators, parents, and students to
help them.solve educational problems
together. However, REP found that unless
there was some pressing problem that people
were.committed to solve, many tended to lose
inteiest in learning the process. S6 the

advisors began to focus their wOrkiii those
rural communities where there were clearly
defined issues that the community was anxious
to degl with, such as where a new high school
would be built in a mountainous rural area.

In every aspect of assistance group activity,
there is a continual need to decide when to
adjust and when to stand firm. For example, 4'

a young teacher advisor who was a talented
Kinter started to help teachers in a gew
York school. She began to gravitate toward a
few young artistic teachers who immediately
responded to her creative talents. More

experienced advisors saw a danger in what she

was doing:

illIf you get identified with that small
group of teachers, you'll cut yourself off

from 90% of the staff. You have to extend
yourself to everyone. For example, I
always find out which teacher everyone else

27
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says is the worst one, the least committed,
and pay a lot of attention to that person.

The assistance group's experienced advisors
wanted the new advisor to use her artistic
talents to motivate teachers, but within the
limits of a strategy they had found
effectiver

In a successful assistance group, you will
constantly see attempts to weigh the merits
of standing firm versus adjusting. In

dealing with funders, in supervising staff,
in developing relationships with clients, in
responding to the problems of a particular
school community, you have to sort out this

issue. And.in making these decisions,
flexibility isn't everything. Adjustments

that strengthen your work require careful
analysis of their implications.

Look at Yourself When Do You
Adjust and When Do You Stand Firm?
The exercise asks you to sort out when you
believe that you,should adjust and when you
should stand firm on several important issues
that inevitably arise in your work.

The purpose of the exercise is to make you
more aware of how this issue of balance
continually affects you and shapes the direc
tions,- o 'your work.

r
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When Doyou Adjust and
When Do You Stafid Firm?

Look at each of the areas in the, first column
where your group must decide what adjustments
to make between your school improvement
strategy and the demands of a particular

THINGS WE WOULD STAND FIRM ON

situation. Sort out some things you would be
et1- flexible about, given the circumstances, and

some things on which you would stand firm.
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, Understanding Human System's
School communities, assistance groups, and other
oLoganizations can be thought of as human sis-
tems. Human systems are tiedl together by g
complex set of stated and unstated ruldt, custo-
mer us s of doing thin s, o14tical .ressures,
stron feelin s and fears that tften ev
-outwardly simple changes difficult.

en

Much money and energy has been invested in try-
ing to Change schools by people who have an
inaccurate idessebout where the barriers to
change lie. Some people'have looked at scho
as collections of books, ctirriculum guides

buildings, equipment, formal rules, dol ars.
They try to improve schools by.changi these
tangible things. -Books,.curricula, formal
rules, and the rest are important, but their
importance is often secondary.

What otten matters most is the way a school and
\ the various Rroups who have a stake in it (what .

we refer to'as the school, community) are organ-
//ized as human systems.

Many social science and popular terms describe
the forces that.hold the school community
together as a humi6 system: unwritten rules,
attitudes, norts, values, expectations, feel-
ings, frames of reference, fears, points of
view, belief'systems, organizational routines,
roles, cAtoms, interest group pressures, poli-
tical deals, standar& operating procedures,
mutual understandings.

These social forces are powerful stabilizing
influences that keep the schools running today

54
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the'fiay they did yesterday and cause unexpected
&resistance even to apparently simple changes.

One set of parents found this out when they
asked a special education teacher to go into
their child's math class to find out why the
class wag upsetting their learning-disabled, son
and to help'the math teacher work with him more
ffec 1 Afte offering several excuses

about "scheduling," the special education teach-
er burst into tears and said: "In this school,
one teacher just doesn't go into another teach-
er's classroom.1' The special eOucation teacher
was being aske0 to-do something that appeared
oiltvardly simple, but in fact went against one
of the strongest unWritten rules that determine
how many schools operate: teachers work alOne
and usually resnt it when anyone else observes
or, criticizes their teaching.

Effective assistance groups gain an increasingly
sophisticated understanding of the coMplex sub-
tle ways that the school community functions as
a human system, and they focus on changing those
deep-seated organizational patterns most rele-
vant to.their objectives.

Look at Yourself
How Do YOur School Comniunities
Function as Human Systems?
The purpose of this exercise ig to make you.more
aware of how the things you'd like to change
about school communities'conflict with the says
that they presently function as human systems
We also ask you toconsider how you might hetter
overcome these barriers.
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How Do Your School Communities
Function a1 Human Systems?

Xhink about the school communYty as'wg have
defined it on page 4. On n9wsprint, make

three columns:

,l. %In the.first, list some major things
about the school community that you'd
like Eo aiange.-

2. In the second, list and di:cuss some
characteristics of your school
communities as human systems that cause
them to resist these changes.

3. In the third, list and discuss methods
that you use or can use to overcome these
problems.
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Assistance Groups
Are Human Systems Too
It sounds simple to pull together a few
people who always wanted to work as advisors
to teachers or parents and get out there to
do good. But an effective assistance group
is more than a collection of individuals
doing their thing, no matter how talented
they are.

In fact, we found that an assistance group is
one of the most complicated small organiza
tions on the face of the earth to put
together and to maintain.

Under the surface, there is much more to an
assistance group than just going,out and
helping people. Ideas about how to provide

, effective assistance need to be developed,
materials written, money raised, effective
staff hired, decisions made. The list --'

and the work -- seems endless.

And since there are few recognizea models,
the assistance group is usually trying to
invent methods as it goes along. Further
more, the work is always liable to be upset
by decisions made by outside forces over whom
the group has little control (funders, school
superintendents, school principals, an .angry
group of teachers or parents, a larger organ
ization of which the assistance group is a
part),

Like a school communityf then, an as istance

grbup.,can best 5e understood'as.a cobplex

human system. Some of the subtle social
connections that hold this system together
can develop in ways that are useful to the
group's work (for example, the group can
build shared understandings, tested' by
experience, about how to handle touchy situa
tions with client groups).

But some of the group's characteristic
patterns can be dysfunctional (for example,
under the guise of respecting staff talents,
the group may fail to develop a process for
training new staff). One of the major pur
posds of this handbook is to help you look at
your group as a human system and think about
what you can do to improve its effectiVeness.

Look at Yourself How Ijoes Your
Group Function as a Human System?
This exercise has two parts. In Part 1, you
draw, a diagramor picture of your asskstance
troup as a human system. Then group member's
share their pictures with the rest of-the
group.

In Part 2, you analyze What people have
expreased through their drawingS, deciding
hOw different patterns'in,your human system
either help or hurt yoUr'effe4tiyeness.
FinallY, you pick( one issue that has surfaced
and make some plans to deal with it..

TheA)urpose of the exerciSe*to make,you'
more seniiiive to how lourup funotions as ,

a hUman:SysteM and how this:affects your wo4.

,



How Does Your Group Function as a Hurrian System?

1. Oft newsprint, each person should make a
diagram or picture that expresses how your
assistance group functions as a human system.
(Avoid making a traditional organizational
chart, which shows formal lines of authority

but not the way people really connect.)

2. Put them up around the walls. Allow each
member to explain what they were trying to
communitate with what they drew.
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How Does Your Group Fungtion as a Human System? Part 2

1. Think about the patterns from the
diagrams in Part 1 that suggest how your
group functions as a human system. Use

brainstorming to list them in the first
column on a sheet of newsprint. Leave

space between them.

2. In the second column, indicate whether
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each pattern is helpful or Harmful or
both. Make notes to explain why:

3. Choose one iS'sue that surfaces in this

analysis on which you feel you can make
some specific progress. Make plans to
deal with,this issue.
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FrOrflPatterrlSinthePllzzle

tC)ItSSeCtiorl&aAld[PEIAS

In this chapter, we have described some
important patterns that run through all
aspects of assistance group work:

The seven maior sections of assistance
group activity are closely interrelated.
Effective groups become increasingly expert
in understanding and managing these complex
relationships. Ineffective groups are
always struggling with the problems that
arise because they don't fit the major
sections of the puzzle together into a
complete picture.

01 Assistance groups have a limited amount of
staff time to devote to the many demands of-
their work. 'EffeCtive groups focus their
precious time and.enerfy on the tasks and
problems they judge most important to their
obiectives.'. Ineffective groups don't make
hard choices about how to spend their time;
they get diverted from their priorities.

II Effective assistance_groups stand for some
thing; this ability to stand firm is key
to bringing about change. They also adapt
to different people, schools, communi
ties, circumstances.-- but they do it
carefully and without sacrificing the core
of what they are all about. Ineffective
groups are often too flexible, afraid to

set limits or uphold ideals and standards,

either among their own staEf or in their
work with clients.

Schoo,1 communities and agsistance groups
are both human systems,,bound together by a
complex set of rules, pressures, customary
ways of doing things. Effective assistance
groups develop an increagingly sophis
ticated understanding of ow their own
organization and the scho communities
they are tryineto change fu tion as human
systems, while ineffective groups do not.

We have devoted this 'chapter to identifying
some patterns that we see when we look at the
whole picture of the Work of an effective,
assistance Iroup. But that whole picture, as
we've said, is made ti,p of several interlock
ing .sections, and each of those sections is
made up of smaller tasks -- puzzle pieces, as
we've called them -- that need to be put
together to make YOur group effective.. In

the following chapters, we analyze the seven
sections of the puzzle and the pieces that
make up each section. We begin at the begin=
ning: with the initial effort to form the
group.
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AFRAM Associates was fotmed in 1968 at the
171. height of the struggle for community con-
trol of schools ip Harlem; its founder, Preston
Wittox, was,e central figure in that struig-
gl.P. Several years later AFRAM won a federal7
contract to help parents in eight easter4
cities participate aggressivelrin their(
local schools. AFRAM's style and commitment
brought them into regblar conflict with their
federal funders and with local school offi-
cials, but, they persisted in an assistance
program forparents based on the belief ihat:

illParents/families have a natural
.non-negotiable right/responsibility to,
guard/protect the right.of theirchildren
to be perceived spabeing hpman/educable, as
being Members of,,acomOkInity, and to be -'

involved inshaping the content/po/icy of
their children's educational programs. The
faiiure.pf sChool systgms to effdctively,
provide eddcational justice to all c41-
dren, shrfts the exercise of parental.
decision-ranking from a right/responsibility
to an absolute necessityll

Ai about thp same time AFRAM was :being
gropia_Pf e4pcitOrstwt:t4e, Itistitux_e_

----.444-the7pve114theitt *-...E.til$i**441-4.4ti,400,-.1:-
'0I/D/E/A/) in Dayton-were testinvout
another.strategy for.improving ihe
iI/D/E/A/ drew together a,staff of,profes-
'Sional'educatorevhO, hadbeentrying.to Make
"individualized educatroe a'reality

. schools..and,classnooms., They developed '4' 4,
16'

T

plad for*ving toward individualized
instruction called Individually Guided Educa-
tion. IGE entails reorganizing a school into
learning communities taught. by a team of
teachers and giving eacli child his or.her own

learning program. The YI/D/E/Arstaff moved
systematically to test their ideas in
schools, to develop materials for training,
and to expand the IGE program. By 1976,1
almOst 1,460 schools had adopted the IGE
prograd. 'In interviewing the /I/D/E/A/ staff
at that timg, we were struck by their deep
commitment'to the notion thae:

((Students differ'in their learning apti-
tudep; talents, and inAltests just as they
differ in their heigherweight, and physi-
cal strength. . . . The ideal achodl takes
into account each student'4 capacities an4
.

interests by grouping add regroupin
students into appropriate learning activi-
ties regardless of a'ge or'year in school.

-.A.FRAM and /I/D/E/A/ have each consistently
pursued a distinctive 'losophy over a
period of year ou iMp oving the educe-
tion of chil4t Strik' gly, 'beliefs about

,.. children, learning nature of,pchools4,

;land-the-nafdre of ociety that eaCriroup .
began with Were s ill apparent many years''
,later.

We found thnt forming the assistance grouP
'.wes the moat important single event in each,

group's history. This is, of course, the

6 b



first section of the,puzzle that the grouPs
put into place. Patterns were established
during that period, for better or worse, that
were clearly evident five or ten years later.
The commitment of /I/D/11A/ to individualized
education, of AFRAM and-United Bronx Parents
to parent,control of the schools, of Creative
Teaching Workshop to experiential education,
of Rural Education Program to a rational
problem-solving process were strong etaqional
commitments that bound these groups together
in the first place and that they never waver-.
ed from subsequently. Each groug started
with a sui;stantially different analysis'of
what was.yrong with the schoos and'what
would make them bet.ter; they then invested
years of time in'acting on this initial
commitment'.

Considerthe critical tasks for.the Socmatiokn'
of a.group listed in the following Rate
Yourself:chart. If yOu are in the process of
forming a group, the critical tasks listed
will help you with your planning. If you are
part' of an 'already functioning group,

reflecting ablit how your group was formed
will help you identify both helpful and
,harmfui influences from the past,

40'
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1

1

tasks for

initial
strategy
provides

focus

strong
leadership

core

staff

orni4ng the As§istahce Group

The founding leadership develops
initial school improvement strategy that
provides a clear sense of priorities and
focut. (#1-1)

not at all
what yo/ do

a

exactly
what you do.

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

Strong top leadeiship organizes resources
to develop and carry out the group's -3 -2 71 +1 +2 +3
strategy. (#1-2) - .

f- 1*

The founding leadership assembles a core
_staff who believe in the basic assump- -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 ' +3
tions of the group's strategy and who
have worked in the types ofmki.tuations
where assistance will be prAiided. (#1-3)

initial The assistance group obtains sufficient
funds for funds for about three years to allow an

about three initial period of strategy development
years/ through direct work with clients. (#1-4)

initial
clients

resource
network

The assistance group successfully ,devel-
opt initial relationships with a set of
clients to whom 'they begin to provide
assistance. (#1-5)

The.assistance group deve19ps an exten-
sive', resource network of people and
groaps who provide crlicial inforTation
,Andc,support., (#1-6)

iTor Discussd
Why dicrindiitidOt La rate . the gtoup as they did
on ipecifie 4002:''

4

I Do yco agrls ,the.se

1.7Xitioa1 to Y _, fectiven046 or p Yolig4
think that our WIlierxations ar raiiguikid"or
inaPproptiatv youf

1

r---

IctIaantify critical vsks i4TOr

111 Identify oritical both

.0 .

What'factorr account *for yout: effeCtiikii6O-S

to -3,611 and.: on which Srousare 'dbiing0,goOdA6b:-

4

1 to you and, pus which? you ate *4.2?g, ,a,pocot job

,What fsc06 a4cpunt fot, yo0VP.;01:0W'''
cddld.you!Perforaiasbe taalqi-Pit44:1.



MORE ABOUT SETFICTED CRITICAL TASKS

The critical tasks in the Rate Yourself chart

identify the major puzzle pieces needed to

establish an effeCtive assistance group: an

initial, statement of a strategy for impfbving
the.schools, strong leadership that assembles
the needed pieces, a core staff committed to
the assistance group's ideas, enough money to
work with,clients Tor several years, ties

with clients interested in receiving adsis
tance, and a widersaging resour,ce network of

people and groups.

If one critical tasks is not'carried out
appropriately, the chances that the group
will be effective over time are'substantially*

reduced. If the core staff_really doesn't

amee with the group's direction, for

instance, criseslwill..-regularly develop

around this issue.

jnitiaJ StzeaWgytrovideS Focus
Ia an effective group the group'eadershiP
initially defines,a schodi impf6Yement -
stratess that_Rives their work a clear ini
tial sense of focus and set of priorities,
although many of the specifics of this strat
egy aren't,worked out yet. As defined on

psge'4, we use the terti "school improvement
strategy" to describe d group's overall plan

for improving,the achOols. The initial .

strategy of effective groups indicates:,

111 What-is-wrong with the schools? .(Parenis

, are shut out of the deciaionmaking
proce6s; or instruction, is not geared to

the individual Child.)

40'

II How can the schools be changed to address

these problems? (Parents'should have a

major say in decision making and be-,
coteachers in the classroom; or teachers
should work in teams and develop individual
learning plans for each child.)

*What should the assistance group doto
bring aboutthese changes? (Identify

completely with parents and help them gain
skills and confidence; or teach school
staff a new process for making decisions
and solving problems.)

Regular attention to refining.a school-
improvement strategy is a major longterm
concern for effective assistance groups. We

talk mbre abouC this issue on Oage

,

Strong Leadership
StronR leadership from one parsori or a small

cohedive leadership group iScritical in
translating the ,group's initial Strategy into

an organization that survives and'has some
successes.. The key ledaers of effeCtive
groups we studied had good twoway communica,
tion with their staffs, but they were not

afraid to set high standards and limits.
We talk more about the leadership issue on

page 52.

Core Staff
jailures in selecting core st4ff at the
beginning often cause destructive disputes
.4nd firings down the road.' Cbre ataff of

72



effective assistance gtoups believe strongly
in the basic assumptions of the group's
school improvement strategy. Effective staff

,members at Creative Teaching Workshop would
tot fit at /I/D/E/A/ and vice versa.

But commitment alone is not enough. Effec-
tive staff members also have had practical
experience working in the types of schools
and comaunities the group is planning to
help. We say more!about staff selection and
training on pages 60 to 65.

Initial Funds
Most assistance groups face continual
problems in obtaining funds to support their
work. Both'independent assistance groups and -

those that are part of school systeis must
constantlymcampete for government or founds:-
tion funds, or they must convince school
districts thartheir work merits local finan-
cial support. It takes several years to estab-
blish a successful assistance group, and time
means money. More sbout the cbntinuous need
tc raise funds appesrs on pages 143 to 147.

I.nitial Clients
Though it may seem obvious, assistance gtoups
need to find specific school districts,
schools, teachers, principals, and parents
who like what the advisors have to offer and
are willing_to cooperate with'the assistance
Arodp over.several years. Building and main-
taining these'relationships is tricky. Many
advisors dig their iwn graves at the begin-

ning by promising too much. Building and
maintaining relationships is analyzed in
detail on pages 109 to 120.

Resource Network
Finally, effective assistance groups con-
sciously develop a complex set of contacts
with several hundred individuals and groups
who can be of help to them.' This resource
network becomes a source ofiideas, inside
information, legitimacy, emotidnal support,
potential staff members and consultants,
potential clients, and funding leads. More
about building these resource networks
appears on pages 68 and 69.

LOCGCEVCTRIFSEff---IIYATIIEUS

YallrFOLUaCtingtiffeetetMplr?

If you have just begun to form an-assistance
group, you should reflect on how yo.i aie
putting the key pieces together. If you are
pait of an existing group, you shoulld analyze
how,your founding currently affects Your
work, positivelr and negatively -- which of
your initial ideas and methods do yott want to
hold onto and which, have become dysfunc-
tional? This exercise Will encourage,you to
reflect on.the particular combination'6f
ideas, people, and other resources brought
together in forming your group.
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How Has Your Founding Affected You?

Below, we list key ingredients brought together
when an assistance group is founded. You can

use the questions as a springbo'ard for discus-

sion and record key ideas on newsprint.

1. What were some important qualities of each
pf these ingredients when you got started?

2. Hoy do these characteristics cOntinue, to
influence your work?

Al 1.ull.DIM,

r

"

:\:I1A1 1-NT:,

NbTWORK

',..Lat wej, "ore ot the ke!, ideas ..itut

",hools that hroti?!ht' the reup

toLet;e1

tiow al,: toes,' tdeak ,hape the earl!,

work'

N.as tta ipitial leadership?

'Alat Fe!, de,,isions did the!, make at the

becirninb:
H,u dld their st!,le afftct the iroup when

it Dtdfl

Wt.c uere the initial car( staff members

,and hou did their qualities sliape the

earl!. work'

..tlert did ihe initial lunding come from?

What u'ris it tot!

How dal it shape the early work?
_

3. List some key characteristics you trace from
your'founding!that you want to protect.
Discuss ways yo,u might do so.

4. Choose one influence from the past that you
agree creates some problems for you pres-
ently. 44ake,specific plans to deal with
this problem.

CONTINUIN?, ot loll( WORK

How h.ive these ideas changed over time?

Which ones do you malor strengths at

presem?
,

De any cseate problems?
How do they shape your present work?

Are tbe initial leaders still with the

group
How d1;es the style of the initial
leadership affect your work now?

Are tfie initial core staff members st 1 '

with jhe group?
How have the actions of the initial core
staff affected ygur present work?

How has the availability of funds over t1ime
shaped your present work?

-11 Wtp were Ihu .141.4.."1 tlaeucs andiwhati were
they Ih(e"
How did working with them shape the type,
of assistance the group provided?

Do you still work with any of your initi 1

-"Alrflow 4.0ociir Mu-tisk work with them
affated your preallf-ektrektcAekkith.4

Who were some key individuals and groups
who helped you in the beginning?
What did you get f.om them?

Do the groups and individuals in your
inutial resource network continue to help

you?
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he staff members of rimy assistance groups,
and their leaders,.often have little pa-
e with the tasks involved in mamaging the

group -- dividing up the work, defining peo-
ple's jobs, making decisions, selecting staff,
Maining staff, supervising projects, main-
taining communications among staff, over-
seeing routine administrative and clerical
work. It's probably the-section of the
putzle that Rets the least attention. Staff

members often come to the assistece group
seeing themselves as creative people or
political activists and not as.managers.

Assistance groups frequena'y rely on a.high,
level of commitment to the group and on
rhetoric about all members participating and
doing their share to deal with these issuds.
One group leader stated a rationalization
that,. we heard seyeral times: "We're so busy
doing our work thatwe don't have time for
managing the organization."

Our observations of effective assistance
glieups suggest the flaws in this rationaliza-

tion. We found that,effective assistance
groups paid careful attention to leadership
and management tasks, and that over time they
carried them out with increasing: competenc.e.

We repeatedly saw how sloppy management came
_back to haunt a group. In one group, a staff

member was hired because of "good vibes,"
without a careful analysis of whether he
nould do the work; he wa fired six_months
later in a confrontatio that almost tore the

organization apart.

Another group that ha t stabilized its
administrative*and cl rical procedures was
constantly plagued b confusion and extra

/ work that drew key rogram staf into routine
tasks and took the away from the ones,they.
were hired to do. A group that fiad no real

methods for.super ising iats advisors suddetly,
found' that the a visOrs were repeating
mistakes that t e group's previous experience
had highlighted, mistakes that could have
been avoided.

Given the critical i9portance of these
leadership and management activities; then,
we aik you not to skip over this chapter but
to look carefully at how well your group
carries oUt these critical tasks.

t Q
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stron6 Strong top leadership'organizes
leadership resources io develop and carry out

the gvoup's,straAmpy. (t2-1)

Management The top teadership recoinizes the
skills _importapre_of managing ehe organi7 . -3 .

zation effectively, and improves
its management.skills as the
,organization becomes more complex.'
(#2-2)

st$tanceGroutwr-:
AC ,

not, at all

what you do

-3 2

or,

exactl

what -you do

work teams Top leadership develops work teams
with*Skilled that Operate iriNay's consist

leaders withoverall strategy;-the also-
' develop the skills of team leaders
so thattlyt teams can operate,
without constane interVentioi'br,-,

:A thejeAdAr-ShiR4(#276)

' .

i-baIanoing The top leadership. distinguiihea.'
coordipation'-between tasks that require close -,3 -2,44 -:1 +1, +2

,and coordination among work teams'and
independa,C6 task that can'be carried out moie', \., ...*

4Rdepppdently.
,Coordlnation is

,

fost4red by oVerlaVping team
-member0ip, and reg'ular,planning and ;

.communi:eation across teams,.-:;(114274). ,-----: ,

4C:
.

. .

headquarters The,assistance.7gioUp guard's against7%
,

versuS field a split between staff whoork at'' _.:

staff' headquarters and those.who work in
"th'efield. (#21)

. .

YO 0,
.

wOrk team Work tens and sOteams of two, to .

'Tosiie sevpn staff members tackle specific
:(47.6)t.

,
0

,

,
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. not at all exactly
,

wbat you do' -what you do
.*clarifying The assistance group clarifies 'ob

jobs responsibilities in 'writing an /or -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3'"
through a clear shared unders rid7

ing among staff members. (.#:2-7)

work The assistance group strives to
ovgrload minimize work overload. (#2-8) -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

dividing The assistance group finds workable
responsi- procetures_for dividing dedision- -3 -2 -1 +1 +2

bility for making responsibility among top
decision leaders, middlleyel leader,s*, and
'malCIEg- othe-p program staff. (#2-9)

+3 .

--c-rdarivv-'1he assistance sroup experiments S

decision- with.decision-making,and problem- -2 -1 li- + +2 4 +3

making salving techniques (e.g., br4w- I(

techniques storming-Tisfinv;-pros andns on
newsprint, role-playfitg) -and incor- 4

porates the ones they find useful
into their day-to-day work. ('#2-1-())

selecti ng The i;roup carefully hires program
st*aft staff members who believe in the

,basic assumptions of the group's
strategy and who, have worked effgc-
tively in the tYpes.oUituations
wheme assistance will be provided.

-3 --2 +1 +2

training Thep4ssista ce group train new

staff stiiff membe s thr?ugh a con,scious --3

plian that includeritten
materials, formar training
'sessions, observing assi,stance, and
help in analyzPng that experience.
(#2-12)

-1 +1 +2 +3



monitoring &
supervising

work

group
commitment

The assistance ifioup carries out
regular'roufines for monitoring work
and supervisigg staff. (#2-43)

The assistance group builds a
strong sense of grouP commitment -3 -2
throuth such procedures as .

confronting staff members when they
age departing from the group's
strategy:including members inithe
social and emotional life oI the
group, and emphasizing the prestige
of being part of the'group. (#2-14)

not at all
what you do

-3

internal
communi-

cation

The assistance group members
experiment with different methods -3

for ComObnicating with each other
(such as regular staff meetings,
phone conversations, informal
discussions, written reports) until
they find a set of communication
lmethods that work,for them and are
built into their daily activities.
'(#2-15)

iesodrce The assistance group develops an ,

netwOrk2 extensive resource network of people -3

groups who provide crucial
inf4mation and support. 02-16)

The assistance roup finds.effec-
tive ways to y in close contact
with staff membersktind'Eljehts who
ar.e,gpread OuT:poeraphically. .

(#1-17)

+1 +2 +3

geogra hy
proble s -2

.
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'et

'changes in

staff size

technical

-skills

iou t ine

adminis-
sttative and

"cler ita I

work

.increasing
adminis-

trativg:

suRport

clear
peronnel

': ""`!",

not at all
what you do

Assistance group leaders carefully
consider the impact of possibLe
changes in staff sfie and make plans
for meetipg the stresses'that may4
occur when staff. size changes. .(#2-18)

The assistance group develops high -

quality specialized technical

skills (either on staffsor thrcpagh
cOnsultants) in such areas as
nances, media, apd wri-ting. (#2-19)

The assistance group carries out
day-to-day administrative and
clerical activities (typing,
filing, bookkeeping, payroll,
travel: art-angemen(s, etc.-) effi-

ciently and effectively. (#2-20)

As staff exp'ands, the assistance
group increases administrative
support roles to relieve work over-
load on program staffs: (#2-21)'

The assistance group develops
consistent personnel policies and
h

procedures. (#2-22) ,

FoeTiscussion-

111 Why did individuals-rate the, group, as,. _they did
on specific); fatks?

Do- you agiee 'that these ,particulai tasks are
ciitical to yone effectiveness, or do yon

- think that*Our Obsenvationa are misguided or,
inappropriaie 'for yoti? .,e

`,

1

, "
1 -

exactly
what you do

-2 -1

-3. -2 -1

p.

-3 -2 :1

-3 -2 -1'

-3 -2 -1

OP

r"°`.

+2 +3

+1 +2 +3

+1

+3

/0

4

-id'entify criticzp. tas _that; are both. 4,1300.itplilt-
to you and on whYou:are doing a -iood`Joh.-:-;
Wtutt, fac,torsa6-ount for your .ef,fOctiverielimit

. ,

,2 '1,
,

I1/4dentay Critical taskd that are toth 'finPortant' .....\ i

/

I

could- yeti perform these tasits m9re.,.execo,vetyv--- . -.'. , -,-1,s...,

to'-y.ou and ¶pii which you axe. doing ,a.,vocilcb:,,q-

I ..at"
factora atc84nt' for ,3;.our prictitmt4ineriholfy.,,:;:-....

..,::,. -....

.;;1.,, ',:, .-- ' , - ":4
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--MOAB ABOUT SET-RC=

Strong Leadership Is Essential'.
Ass i stance groups must build an organization

without any good organizational mode18. You

must mesh the, talents of people with'diverse
skills and training. Ydu must build and
maintain a variety-of complicated outside
relationships with school districts, funders,
universities, state departments of education..

The complexity of these tasks can strain your
orwization to the point of breakdown. We

have found that the Quality of the group's
top leadershiP is decisive in counteracting
these difficuluies and moving you toward your.
goals. Top teaderikip (usualry one or.two-
people) must'at'once provide a clear direc-
tion for the group and give' staff members,the
knowledge ,and skills to take indehendent
initiatiVe,consistent with that direction.

-

-Effective leaders, we found, are at the heart'
, of their group's effort to develop an effec-
tive strategy to. improve tht-.schools. They
have ,personal qualities that both deir s1aff'
and their clients can identify with. They
are seen as acting in the best interest of

'the organization, rather than from personal
motives. Therefore, when their staff
disagrees with them, and expresses Chat
disagreement, the leaders' decision_is ulti-
mately accepted as legitimate. One ohserver
described such leadership qua,lities in United,-
Bronx Parents

-SK-S

41;The executive directck functions'as the
living embodiMent of the United Bronx.
Palents' philosophy. It is she who has
livecPnit and dev-eloped it. _She has arti,p-
lated it to the s.taff and to the outside
world. Before do-ing anything that might
affect the policy or have policy implica-
tions, other staff check with the executive
director.. If ste does not approve of uhat
is being suggested, there is room Tor
negotiation or for presenting more
evidence. However, fier decision is
uitimatety accepted. Before-acting, United
"Bronx Parents' staff with deci,sion-making
responsibi:lities often first think about
'whalWrs. Antonetty woul. d do in the-
situTtion.

Effective leadei's set high standrds and are
not afraid to define limit's. As we will
di'scuss below, they, delegate many decisions
and consult with staff members-about others;
hosve, they press staff members.,to high
levels f achievement in lne with the ideals
of theit organization, And they are not
afraid t.o object when they see a staff member
acting in wpys inconsistent with the group's
basic.stlategy.

Management Skills
In trying to insure that an assistance
group's methods remaifi consistent with over-
all purposes, there is a tendency for top .
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leadership to keep a hand in all pares of the
group's operations. The result is- drastic
overload on group leaders and, often, staff
resentment. This problem is intensified by
"succes's" and related expansion. Leaders who
saw themselves initially as activists or
program development specialists must take on
complex.management responsibilities. They
ofNn seek to meet these responsibilities as
they have in the past -- by working harder
but they ultimately reach their limits.

If your organization is going to make it, it
is critical that the leader who is confronted
wieh these OroWleffil-gegins to recognize that
managing the group is'a key part of'his or
her role. One assistance group leader
describ growing awareness of this need:

Wow Can I be uppontive as an-organiza-
tional or admi s at-ive leader? I found
that'IlOad poor routines. I was spending
<80 to 90% of my time on details of adminis-
tration because systets were weak. We used\
'to have no clear rationale for what we did.
We did things and they would work, but we
didn't know why. We've.been trying for the
past two years to find ways to support crea-
tive ideas through good administration.",

Building Strong Work Teams
When we help an assistance group that is

,

having'problems with its internal organize-
. I-

tion, we frequently ask members tq construct
a chart that shows how the work is divided up
and who is responsible for getting it done.
Their chart almost always reveals'some
characteristic Problems.

First, as we've,just suggested, the leader of
the orRanization is frequently the person who
is in fact making day-to-day decipions about
everysproject and every administrative ancL
management activity. Other people may be
nominally in charge of helping the teachers.
at Taft School or writing a new brochure to

describe the group's work, but they don't
have any real authority and are constantly
being overruled by the group's leader. When
they are effective, top leaders point out'a
direction and define limits, but they don't
becOme invOlved in redoing every detail of
the group'.s work.-

Second, in ineffective groups, it is unclear
exactly who is working on whatt Sometimes
everyone is Working on everything. Sometimes
several people are each working in isolation
on a specific projecl and each one communi-
cates only with the group's'leAder. The
difficulty that such a group has in drawing
an organizational chart reLects underlying
difficulties in the way the organization
operates.

It might be almost inevitable thSt your
assistance group runs into such organiza-
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tional snarls'at first. However, effective
-grouPs begin to deal mith these problems,
whil ineffective groups allow them toMulti-
ply,and to generate continuing crises.

To meet these problems, top leadership must
perform a continual balancing act. Leaders
musC monitor staff activities, so that the
work ip carried Out in ways consistent with
the group's basic purposes and strategies,
while at the seine time'developing work teams
that dre themselves headed by competent
leadea. And these team leaders (or middle-.
level managers) must be increasingly able to
work without constant intervention from top
leadership. ..71-1

A few -charaeteristics,of sqch effective Workl
teaths include:

e),

Work teams with skiged leaders. ru-Affee-
<. tive groups, a middle level of managers (or

team leaders1 clearly develops overitime.
These grpup.members understand-the -purposes
and stratekieb of the grOut, and are trusted
bY top leadership: They ,baveireceived
coRsistent support ind,supervision in devel-.
oping this understanding and skill, so that

54

they are capable of.dkrectiAg imOortant-
aspects' of-the group'z work. ..rn.less effec-
-tive groupsj thesd mid4e-leve/,leadersmay
hive'impreseive titles on papéT, but in fact'
the group's top leaderscontinue to decide

9

all matters great.and small, causing resent-'
ment and delays.

Wor.k team size. In effective assistance
groups much of the work is done by teams with
two to seven members. When staff members
work completely alone on tasks, the group's
efforts become fragmented. Work teams mileh
larger than seven members, on the other hand,.
are unwieldy.

Balancing coordination and independence. One

-.way to insure that assistance group members.
don't become isolated and the work fragmented
is to give people multiple responsibilities. .

United 73,04 Parents required all program
staff mdibers to drop their normal work and'
help in a crisisl'such.as an escalated-
conflict between a parent group and,a resis-
tant school.princi)al. However, a good thing
can be carried too far. In groups where
"everyone is in on everything," there ii
confusion, overroad, and inability.to focus
sufficiently On any-one task- We found-that
effective groups had reached,some balance on
the queStion of overlapting responsibilities.
They had thought abo-Ut each project. and each

. staff meMber and decided to what extent-
mutiple rpspodsibillties were appropriate.

0

.

Splits between "headquarters" and,"field"
staff. One problem:of friOsentationthat.
,groups must be particularly careful.to.avoid

4.

r

-7
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4 .4
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is a split between those people who work
-directly with clients and ehose people who
work in the headquariers of the organization
in managerial, program development, or
administrative jobs. All,pro,gram staff .

members should have some direct contact with
Cclients and participate to some extent in the
development of plans for working with
clients.

Clirifving jobs. Over time more effective
groups developed a clear shared understand
ing, usually in writing, of the job responsi
bilities of individual staff thembers.

Look at Yourself How Are
you Organized to Do Your Work?
This exercise has two parts. In Part 1, you
take a look at haw ,you are organized to get
your work done: how, the work is divided up,
who leads woek groups, how responsil;ilities
overlap, etc. In Part 2, you imagine some
ways that work could be divided,up better,
agree on one specific uuggestion,for improve-r
ment, and make plaus to Carry' it out.

The purpose of the exercise is to increase
your understanding of how your organization
ig structured -- to see patterns t.hat may
have developed subtly over tim -- and to,
consider some possible Changes.
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How Are You Organized to Do Your Work? Part 1

1. List on a chart like the one 'on the next
page all the important activities your staff
is involved in. Include specific assistance
projects, administrative activities,
planning, and fund 6ising.

.A
2. Indicate for each of thes activities who

is responsible for heading it -up, who is
involved in caTrying it out, and how it
relates to other activities.

3. Review the char.; to look for patterns.

How Are You Orga.nized to Do Your Wo

1. As individuals, look over the information
you have recorded in completing the chart
in Part 1.

2. Imagine a woi.k week six months from now
when some,of the key problems you've

,. identified would be solved. Write a page
or two describing what the week would be
rike. ,Be very specific. How would
things bg organized? How would people
elate to each other? What would they be

oing differently day-by-day?

9 a

The following questions might bellelpful:
a. What general patterns do you see?
b. What issues arise about mavagement

responsibilities? Is it clear who ii
responsible to whom?

c. What issues arise about the nature
and size of work tearq

d. 'What issues arise about 'overlapping
responsibilities?

e. Is there a split hltween.
"headquarters" and the "field"?

f. Are people's responsibilities clear?

a

k? Part 2

3. Have.each person rea,4 their vision of this
ideal week in the f ure to other group
members And answer estions about it.

4. List on newsprint the specific changes that
each person thinks.are desirable, based on
what they've written.

5. Choose a specific change that seems desira-
ble to most group members and is also feasi-
ble. Develop specificipplans for making this

change.

9t,



GROUP ACTIVITY WHO HEADS IT UP?
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DiViding ResponsibilitSr
for Decision Making

,

We.found no effective assistance group that
operated as a collective of equals. Effective
groups allocatedecision-making responsibility
among three levels of program staff. Top lead-
ership maintains ultimate authority and actively
sets standards and limits. Middle-level leader-

ip takes increasing responsibility for, impor-
tant aspects of the group's work (like specific
assistance projects or keeping the books), and
trusted middle-level leaders grow to have sub-
stantial authority that does not constantly n6kd
,to be overruled.'

t,
Other program staff" members regularly help shape
deci.sions as part of their work teams. Ighen

their ideas about changing the.group4s strategy
'and methods are based on ati analysis of their
experience in the field, these ideas are given
serious consideration. For example, when
teacher advisors in one group argued that the
group's math curriculumAnits weren't clear to
teachers, the group revised them following the
advisors', suggestions.

All,program staff .are consulted about important
decisions confronting the group (for example,
the decision to apply for federal funl in a
grant competition) so that their viewp ints will

- be clear; bowevee,-they do not have the power to
overrule the group's top leadership.

The key to effective decision making appears to
be clarity. It should be clear which decisions
are characteristically made by tOP leadership,
middle-level leadership, and other program
staff. It should be clear how staff members

9:1

willbe cohsulted on important decisions;,it is'
destructive to pretend that everyone is equal
and that the group will decide an issue when
this is untrue. Don't play games.

Creative Decision-Making Techniques
'Most organizations waste enormous amounts of
time by using inefficient methods for meeting,
discussing solutions to problems, and making
decisions. There are many handbooks that sug-
gest ways that these decision-making and prob-
lem-solving activities can be carried out more
efficiently. See, for example', The Second Hand-
book of Organization DevVopment in Schools by

, Richard Schmuck and Philip Runkel (Palo Alto,
Ca.: Mayfield, 1977).

Such handbooks suggesttechniques for setting
agendas, clarifying problems, making decisions,
anticipating diffiZulties through role-playifig,
generating creative ideas throUgh brainstorming,
and so on. We fbund that'effective assistance
groups were experimenting with these techniques
and 14e attempting to incorporate them illto
their work. We did not find that any one tech-
nique was eSsential. Iastead, the key was the
groups'willingneSs to experiment and to incor,
porate the methods that proved effective into
their day-to-day work.

Looi a't Yourself Tho Decides What?
The purpose of this exercise is to help you sort I

out what typas of decisions are made by top lead-
ership, middle-level leaderShip, other program
staff, and administrative support staff and to de-s
termine how you can.achieve greater clarity about

the division of decision-making reaponsibility.



Who DecidaS What?

1. Onlpewsprint, reproduce and fill in the b. How clear is the division of decision

chart below, making responsibility?

C. .What conflicts, if any, exist between the
role that particular groups are playing
in decision Making and the role they
want to play? Can they be resolved? How?

2. Discuss the following questions:

a. 'What differing perceptions surfaced in

the course of completing,this chart?

kt ,
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Careful Staff Selection Pays Off
Selecting program staff me0ers is a
pivotal"task to which ineffective groups
devote far too little time: It is,much

easier in the long run to identify and
, hire an effective staff person than to

train and supervise someone'who lacks
Cessential skills and points of:view.
-Further, firing an incompetent, Staff
member'is eapecially messy. If he persorP
fired is an advisor, the firing usually,
,has'serious negative effects on work with

clients.

4.

We found two qualities to look for in the
hiring process that are especially impor :
tant. First, program staff members sbould
!accept the basics assumption's of the assisr

tarrce group Strategy. Ir the staff member

is'not realty in tune with these group
asspmptions, enormous energies, wilt be

wasted,in conflict. As one group member

covrectly predicted:
4

foresee-serious problems ahead with'
'June [who had just:4abeen hired]. We

believe that parents must be traitied to

-be aggressive and to ask hard ,questIons

about what tile ochools are doing, but
2ahe=is.a former teacher who.seems to end
up taking the teacher's side or wanting'
to injecf herself as a mediator between
parents and teachers.11

A

e'
Our research confirms the old maxim that
social (and educational) movements9re
made up of likeminded people.

Second, prospective staff members should
have already worked'in the types of
schools and communities' where assistance

will be provided. In some instances
people with technical skills (writing,
curfic lum design) but without this prac
tical Nperience have been hired by assis
tance groups. Although this sometimes
works, it has frequently caused PrOblems.
Assistance.groups'are most effective when
most of their program staff have a first
hand knowledge of the client's situation:
Of course, if prospective stmff me0ers
have actually worked as advisof-s and the
quality of their past work has been
attested to by clients, so much the
better.

You can try a number of techniques to
identify potential staff members. One is

, to look.for caadidates within a resource
Anetwork of people who are,doing assistance
-.-,4work similar to youis. Or you can draw
:!Oataff members from the volunteers who have
,previously worked with the group, or
Promote from your current staff. And some

ktoups have found good staff members
slmply by a rtisin either in the newsofr

, paper or Lipo.)-cialized publications.

1 ui
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In assessing a candidate's competence;
it's a good idea to seek out information
from people knowledgeable about the
grospective staff member who were not
sugested by the candidate. Plan inter-
views carefully and include questions or
simulations that indicate he:4 the candi-.

date would, handle real problbs encoun-
terad in'the assistance yrodss. Some
groups have hired promising candidates on
a cdnsultant giving,them a real
task to do and getting feedback fLom
clients about hOw wall the task was
completed. A.little care in selection hae
great benefits ater

Look at Yourself
How bo You Seject Staff?.
The purpoge of this exerci#Q is to;help
you assess the match betwdea th way you
select s&aff and the practices we found to
work. Then, we ask you to consider how
you might make greater use of effective
staff selection practices.'

4
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How Do You Select Staff?

We have identified a list of practices that
contribute to effective staff selection. ,

Below is a chart that you can reproduce and
fill in on newsprint. Down the Nside we have

listed som6 practices that we recommend.

1. 'In the first column, make notes on the
extent to which you have used these methods
in the past. Jot down examples.

. 2. In the second column, list possible ways that
you could use these practices in the future. ,

PRACIICES WE RECOMNEND WAYS YOU HAVE DONE THIS IN 111E FAST

Overall, be careful
and deliberate.

1

Look ior people who
share ,our- basic

values and bense oi

purpose.

,Looi- tor 1.eople who

have c,Jorked in the

t.pes of settin6s *in
which you provlide

assistane.

R C,N1 k-hkiN(k

._0P,K DESPITE

DtSTRLC-7

-RRICUL,L4M

DAL)i_iNE" Mr,1

V\4 LDe -eARC.k-t FOR KlE..V MATEKtA

DesicvNIER vvoRK_Eu

cotkETACrED

IN K_AN:>A5 -1%(' AKD

LZti LS

/O Te-AcrieRs lAiko HAve.

,JJR.R(c_t_iL-Ltm

UAYS YOU NICHT DO THIS IN ThL FUTURE

sEARCH TIME' wHEN ts-rft1A

flJ -nmETABCES poR NE-1A) pRoJECTS

geOR-pNrIG F1 FS OP pReviotis°

ClIANNDATES So -114eY ARE usAgLE-

DEVELDP STANDARD pRoLE_OuRES FOK

EVERYONE -ro USG iN

-BET-TeR iNTeRVt .AfS FiT SomE

tIML1T(ON OF PCO,F5LN15 1N1To 11-

USE rilORE c OuR Cv\ITACTS IN

Cl-H ER STATES
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PRACTICES WE RECOMMEND ,WAYS YOU HAVE DONE THIS IN THE PAST WAYS YOU MIGHT DO THIS IN THE FUTURE
_

ideally; look for people
who have previously worked
as advisors.

--

Use your resource networks

.
to find good people.

_

.Bring good people from the
ranks of volunteers or
from present staff.

Don't rely olt\ecom
mendations from
people named by the
candidate; get other
data tpo. ,

3

Carefully plan interv,iews.
Have the candidate
discuss or simulate real
problems that are part of
providing assistance.

Hire the candidate as a
,shortterm consultant,
assign a task and evaluate
how well it:s done. .



Systemagic Staff Training
Once new staff members are selected, it
is essential that they participate in a
carefully planned training program.
Ineffective assistance groups rely on
unplanned on-the-job training, but this
haphazard approach cannot ,begin to
introduce the new staff member to the
group's complex assumptions and methods.

Your staff training program should
consciously blend formal training
workshops, opportunities to observe
experienced staff in action, direct work
experience, analysis of that experience,
and written materials describing the
nature of the group's,. work. This training
process should take place over several
months, so that the new staff member has a
chance) to move back and forth between the
groupies ideas and the reality of the work.

For example, /I/D/E/A/ carefully designed
a program for training its advisors in
which the advisors themselves set up an
individualized learning program, working
directly with Children. United Bronx
Parents trained its Vvisors through a
constant interplay atween direct assis-
ance to parents and sessions to analyze
how the assistance was progressing.

1 1 1
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Look at Yourself
}Icy Dc) You Train Nem ftiff?.
The purpose of this exercise is td,help
you..compare,the staff training methods we
found effective with your present methods
for staff training dnd to think aboilt
some changes. \



How Do You Train New 'Staff.,

We have identifid five activities that should 1:

be blended into effectivebstaff training. Below
is a chart that you can reproduce and fill in on
newsprint. Down the side we ,have listed the 2.

five types of activities we recommend.

40
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c',.:R,BED IN FEC,ERAL...

RC, PLAY INITi AL_ MEETi NCTS so./
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HA5 geE h, LIR MA IK APS Y<Y)Acif

I-the-firiatumn, make notes on theii
.4-7.7..,; 4 ,t

extent to which you have used these method's.
in the past. Jot down examples.
In the second column, list pos6ible. ways
that you could use these practices.

11

1.1
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Monitoring and Superviang Work
effective assistance groups develop regular
procedures for overseeing each person's work.
Top leadership and the leaders of work groups
rgularly assess the quality of staff members'
efforts. They visit teacher advisors in the
schools to help them think dUout priorities and
problems. They confront the parent advisor who
is making parents overly dependent on her.

If strong work teams exist, supervision and
feedback come from.both leadership and peers,
and is generally experienCed as supportive
rather than intrusive.'

Ineffective assistance groups are reluctant to
oversee work and to confront staff members who

are not doing a gbodjob. As a result, staff

membeies grow to see supervision as an invasion

of their turf and become defensive. People do .

'their own thing until a serious crisis develops,
then leadership swings from ignoting supervision,
to "cracking down." One assistance group leader

described thiS erratic style: "I used to work '

from an insecure laissez-faire style until
things fell apart, then I became a dictator."

Our field notes are filled with tense incidents
,related to the supervision issue. For example:

An advisor was supposed to be helping parents
in a city neighborhood organize a strong
parent group, but evidence filtered back to
his supervisor that he was actually spending

very little time helping these parents. Yet

he came from'the neighborhood he was working
in Znd had strong supporters there, so the
assistanee group's leadership was reluctant to
confront him.

A staff member was'askedto prepare a draft of
a funding proposal, bdt her supervisor fejt

the resulting draft was poor. Rather than
review it with her and ask,for changes, the
superNiisor simply rewrote the propOsal

herself.

1.1 One assistance'group with several advisors ran

into embarrassing prOblems because advisors
were not coordinating with each other and were
telling school district staff differeInt
things. The coordinator of the advisors
instituted a system of keeping written records
of all contacts with the school district.
One advisor.complained that he had had no role
in developing the forms and announced that he
would not be filling these records out since
'he "was hired to help teachers, not fill out
forms."

took at Yourself
How Do You Overee Your Work?
How do you handle the issue of overseeing peo-
ple's work and the touchy problems that grow.up
around it? The puipose of the next exercise is
to help you think about this issue by looking at
some specific incidents from your own history.

t;
1
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How Do You Oversee Your Work?

1. Look at the examples we gave of touchy
issues that arise in overseeing work.
Think of two or three siMilar incidents
that are part of.your history.

2. Ask a person familiar with each incident
to answer the following questions about
,it wit)1 notes on newurint:
a. What important events occurred in t is

inciden,t and how did it come to a h ad?
b. What were some important underlying

'causes of the incident?
'.What'lessons does the incident
suggest for making the process of
overseeing work mere effective?

9.

.N CA5 -4H1s S...-looL_ tRCT

, N\PQjAN1 EV e N rs

5EFI-Er1t5ER t-/ ..1tRRY AND NIARte TOLD ..3:1-iooL.

PR,NCI PALS CoNRUCTI THiNLis ABOUT ADv ISOR't

0QK FocoS Ar,ID SCHEDULE DN'1

coot.,tNATE THEIR

SFTtK
OuR OPP tCe lroA AT IS 00( 1\1(x 01,4 7 Do sfoLl

HAVE YOuR ACT roGETHER

30"-rt t Z L A CALLS OE N OF Lite! DA,

JERRy, AND KARIG To C:4 ISS FRoBLEM

HEATED VIECTIN-- JERRY SAYS EAKEDA OVER-

REACT-11,1G- STIRS uP TNE1R oLD conirucT

LINDA LAYS ow( PLAN FoR RE<DIZONCT--
CONTACTS WITH SCA-100L INSTR(CT 5TAFF

-,opeRtN-rE NDEN

3. Use the presentations as the basis for
discussion of each inci-dent:

4. Draw on the incidents to discuss the
following questions about pur"overall
apProach to overseeing work:
a. What, are your characteristic

for overseeing work?
b. What are their strengths and weaknesses?
c. What are a few practical changes that

could be made to begin to improve the
process of overseeing work?

patterns

AMMO.

NI L151 FE I- 0 _L:)v.,./ Et)

5ePTE;r-vesEEZ JEKRY RGT-LiESi -ro Ftu_ out roRMs

SAYs rk ys./As NOT H(RCD 10 FtLi_ FoRrits

LINDA 5A6 HE MuST JERRY RES(G4.5

uNDERLYINQ CAUSES

GEW_RAL ANISORS HAVE 1,101 FoRvIALLY

cooRNNATED JORK KI14 SmALLER STAFF

11 wAs NEVER NECESSARY

-LONCT CoMPuCT E3E-rt,veei,1 TERRY ON ONE

Sic) AND LINDA AND M.ARiU ON THE

(E1 :TERRY CRE,ATtvc BLIT HARC, TO
-re

AvDNI cr WI IH

AL.K4, expRtENC... As SilPtRvlSOR

InicD(srL Nf H(S BtuEc bokk/N1 int C(`)P1.11.

LVOV- NOW
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Building Resource Networks
Effective assistance groups develop elaborate
resouice networks of people and organizations

who can belptthem. These regArce networks
include contaCts in tire school communities that
the assiatance group is trying to change, in
school district central offices, in state agen
cies and federal agencies that affect these
school districts, in potential funding agencies,
and in the political world whose representatives
can be called on to lend legitimacy and give
support in conflicts.

Ap impo;tant part of this network is the social
or educational movement out of whkch the assis
tance Rroup developed. For /I/D/E/A/, this was
a network of progressive educators, including
administrators.. For ARAM it was a national
network of black political activists. For Csea
tive Teaching Work'shop it was a network of edu

cators interested in experiential education.

The-members of ,the network are a critical source
of information and ideas, legitimacy, emotional
support, pOtential staff members and consul
tants, potantial clients, and funding leads.
The usefulness of such networks illustrates once
again tl,lat ,human systems often operate through
personal and informal contacts rather than
through formal procedures.

In-building such networks, effective assistance
groups recognize that they should not'only con
centrate on strong support rs. They recognize
that the great maiority 9ff decision makers and
potential resources will Ze indifferent to the
things that the group feels strongly about.
Effective assistance groups analyze who can be

" .

called on for what; One school administrator

supplied a parent organizing group with critical
budget information, not because he supported
them, but because he was aligry at his superiors.
A state official endorsed the work of a teacher
assistance project, not because she was partic
ularly sympathetic to their efforts, but because
she felt it would be good for her own image.

How are these networks built up? First, you

should view every meeting -- every formal or
informaf contact with a school superintendent,
government official, or active parent -- as an
opportunity to build up your contacts. If you

are invited to a conference, find out who is
going to attend4 figure out how they might help
you, go early and stay late sO you can get to
know people informally.

Second, systematically decide what types of
organizations you need more contacts in (private
foundations, Congress, staie education agencies)
and start to make appointments and visit people.
Once you've' met them, send them your newsletter,
invite them to the schools you're working in,

t- call to ask their advice.

People who have large networks of useful re
sources build them deliberately and devote sub
stantial energy to the task.

Lpolcannaluself---Bayoffiimprig
IsYourResourceNetwork?
What networks of contacts do you have? Where,do
you need more of them? This exercise will hel
you reflect on these issues.

12 o



How Strong Is Your Resource Network?

1. On newsprint, list your key contacts in
the following areas of activity:
a. School communities where you work or

want to work
b. School district administration
c. Groups or agencies doing work similar

to your own
d. Funding agencies
e. Others important to your work

2. For ea,ch contact, fill in the following
information:

,

a.

b.

C.

Who'in your group has this contact?
What sorts of help have they given you?
How could you have used various
resources more effectiveln dealing
with recent problems?

Review your list of tontacts and consider:
a. In what areas is,your resource

network weak?
b. What steps could you take to expand

your network in weak areas?

YARiE ALNTINE MAROA, C.4-4Ri5 CotsiENT ACkitAik. iNSiDc FtKMAflOi

WHO MADE DEA4,ioN5 ABOUT OUR v,./oPeiNcr.

RECTOR M sAY To SupERINTENI-

ItieNI HAT DR Fix,S WAS LEAviN Cr

R CHR,S

PwriJAS

ANELEET,

,,ttRETAR'f

Ppo

cfAir Ai. r fc.w F cit.ip, At -)1ATE

PPoRT FnR PROPOSAL

HAt, 'EN U )PiS

c)etistcNs F'LANNING- MEMOS,

1,,rE It WAS NO T

ENT( RELY CiLAR WWE nit:311G

NOT 4UCA-1 moRE WE ALWAYS CALI- HER

WHEN wove WANT TO ANR) Our WHAT'S

GINN& oN

NoW TNAT HE't, RETIRED, MAY EEEL HE

CouLD TELL US MORE ABOuT

FUNDING. CoN TACT S

CoPY OF FEDERAL PROPOSAL_ DRAET1 so

WE COULD HAVE ANTICIPATED WHERE
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PUZZLE SECTION 3

Refining a School
Improvement Strategy

123
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linassistance group can, of course, senj
advisors out to work with school staff or

parents with a general charge to "be helpful"
and to use whatever talents the advisors have
to improve the schools This approach may
sound appealing.t But our research indicated
again and again that it doesn't work.

Effective assistance groups develop over time
an explicit shared school improvement
strategy. We use the term "sttategy" as an
umbrella to cover an assistance group's
answers to three major questions:

What is wrong with the.schools?

How can the school comMunity be changed
to address these problems?

What should the assistance group do to
bring about these changes?

Rural Education Program developed one set of
answers to these questions. They decided
that the root of educational (problems in
rural America was that rural educators and
citizens do not have the dpportunity or the
skills to decide for themselves what their
most pressing educational problems are,
identify possible solutions, try these
solutions out, and evaluate the results. To

meet_this problem, R.EP develOped and tested a
"systematic process for decision making . . .

which allow[s] for the open consideration of

alternatives for meeting defined needs."
Convinced of the need for collaboration
between educators and citizens, REP advisors
workeA with both groups, striving to be`
viewed as fair and neutral.

A

They identified a nt of decisionmaking
:skills (for instance, interviewing, question
naire development, report writing) which
they taught through their formal and informal
contacts with clients. And because they
wanted to teach rural educators and citizens
a process for decision making, their advisors
'consistently refused to advocate a particular
solution to local pil'oblemsE even_when pressed
by frustrated school adminitrators or parent
leaders.

The specifics of your school improvement,
strategy may be much different from the one
voposed by Rural Education Program. The

other assistance groups we studied were at
odds with REP in their analysis of whaC is
wrong with the schools, how they could be
better, and how an assistance group could '

bring about improvements. But all effective
groups developed increasi'ngly specific
answers to these questions.

gefining a school improvement 'strategy is the
third major section of the assistance work
puzzle. The Rate Yourself chart that follows
helps you see how well you've put this
strategy development section together...

1;24



as Q43 rovement Stxategy

focus on
refining a

strategy

cycle of
assistance
& analysis

initial

period of
direct

'assistance

conscious
shared

strategy

The assistance group consistently
works to refine a strategy for -3

changing the schoola-: ThiS Stratdgy

inc an analysis of what is
wrong with the schools, how the
school,community can be changed to
addreSs these problems, and what the
assistance group should do to bring

about these changes. (#3-1)

The assistance group carries Out a
regular cycle of assisting clients -3

and analyzing those assistance
efforts ,and their effects on school
communities. (#3-2)

not at all
what you do

second

period of
direct

assistance

-2

A

exactly
what you do

-1 +1 +2 +3

Initially, the assistance group
carries out about three years of
direct assislance and analysis of
that assistance. (#3-3)

2 71 +1 +2 +3

-3 2 -1 +1 +2 +3

After the initial period, the assis-
tance group spells out a conscious -3

shared school improvement strategy
much clearer than the original one.
The implications of this strategy
for the advisors' actions in speci-
fic situations are clearly under-
stood and consistently acted on by
assistance group staff. (#3-4)

-2 -1 +1 +2 +3

The assistance grotip carries out

assistance for an additional period -3

of about three years in which strat-
egy is further refined. (0-5)

+1 +2 +3

74,
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,

leaderahip
interprets
strategy

human

systems
perspective

central
aspects of

human

systems

focused
strategy

The assistance group's top lee er-
ship establishes themselves a the -3 , -2

legitimate interpreters of
group's strategy and the ts it

involves, while helping th group to
analyze-its experience and adapt the
strategy over time. (03-6)

not at all
what you do

1 +1 +2 +3

The assistance group analyzes its
school districts and communities as -3

,human systems. Assistance group
members become increasingly able to
predict the effects of their action
on all parts of these systems. (#3-7)

The assistance group's strategy
focuses on central, not peripheral, -3

!,aspects of the human systems

involved. (#3-8)

-2 - 1 +1 +2 +3

school
principal

is key

-2 - 1 +1 +2 +3

The assistance group makes the
aspeces of the schools they most
want to change the target of
detailed plans for improvement,

=deverope-d-t-attuTawd a signi-
fic'ant propordon of advisor time.
(#3-9)

The assistance group's strategy

'-3 : -2 1 +1

recognizes the central position of -3

the school principal in.almost any
change process. (#3-10)

-2 . +2 +3

,

7 "-7,
.
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insideN
or

outgiders

adjusting
to local

situations

clear
language
for key

ideas

flexible
materials

Advisors understand in what ways
they are insiders or outsiders with
their clients. They build on the
strengths and minimize the weak-
nesses of their positioa. (#3-11)

The assistance group adjusts its
strategy to meet local needs,and
constraints without changing essen-
tial parts. (#3-12)

The assistaace group finds a
language and method for makirig key
terms and ideas clear to clients.

(#3-13)

The assistance group develops and
uses flexible sets of mater;ials to

aid in the assistance process.
These Viaterials are part of an over-

all system and consistent i# their
format, but are made up of ;separate
booklets, flyers, etc. dealing with

--sperific.t.Dpis.s. (#3-14)

Yor-bisoussion

not at all
what you do

73
,2 -1

exactly
what you do

+1 +2 +3 .

3 -2 +1 +2 +3

- 3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

II:Why 64, individnals-rAte,the sroup,as-,they did illdentify criffeal, taaks Oiat taiit

on 'arincifit.' , to-yoa 4iA doing"dodlOb4'
What' fantors yoUi Offea::' 'ene*a*O'

tdantify th4t , are Oita
to yeiti anct on whiOh Yon Ara dOinglanoor
What factors, 1,Pcount top yo0'
could ,you perfort ese,

,

1)04, 1* 4

,
, , d

VID0 Yea agree that thetip,parti,dUla* *aiks are

critIcal to ys*Ir effectlyeness, or dOgoi .

think thnt'onr,ohnervntiOnsairo,mingns4ed or
inappropriate fbr ypu?

I



MORE ABOUT SET RCTEDELCAL TASK

FDcus on Refining a Strategy
When we discussed the formation of
groups (pages 39 to 44), we indic
founding leaders of effective ass

ssistance
ed that the
stance

groups begin with a clear strategy for
changing the schools. This strategy includes
an analysis of what is wrong with'the
school's, how the school community can be
changed to make things better, and what the
assistance groups should do to bring about
change.

Each of these three main parts of a school
improvement strategy suggests many related
issues. An adequate analysis of what the
assistance group can do to bring about
change, for example, should include a clear
statement about whom the assistance group
considers its major clients. United Bronx
Parents, for instance, were adamant in their
view that UBP meant "parents helping
parents," and as parent advocates they
rejected efforts to make them mediators with

Having identified their major clients, an

assistance group must also be clear about
what skillsand knowledge.they want to teach
theseclienes, so that the clients themselves
can work fpr the needed improvements in ihe
schools. United Bronx Parenti believed that
parents.needed confidence in confronting
school oqicials and skills in analyzing very
thoroughly the strengths and weaknesses of a
schoOP-s educational program, principal,

staff, and physical plant. The specific ways
in which UBP advisors worked with parents
daytoday reflected their priorities. A
major parent training activity entailed
helping parents develop a set of questions to
investigate in their local school, going to
the school with parents to answer these
questions through interviews and obsprva
tions, and then meeting with parents to
analyze alp information yarents had ga,thered
and to plan another school visit.

Initially, an assistance group's strategy may
lack specifics and have some holes in it, but
it is clear enough to. provide a definite
direction for the groupls w k. For example,
Creative Teaching Workshop b'egan as a

teachers' center where interested teachers
from all over New York City came to attend
workshops and share ideas about active
learning-projects for children. CTW advisors
brought this focus on experiential learning
and these techniques for :working with

teachers into theirWrst efforts at long-
---rerm assistance in specitiENew York schools.

Nowever, it was some time before the advisors
worked out how their initial strategy could
be played out with the whole staff df a

Public school rather than a selfselected
group of interested teachers.

Initial Period of Direct Assistance
Beginning with such key ideas, an effective
group then launches on a period of about
three years oE direct work with clients. For

1
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Center for New Schools, this initial work was
spent in establishing Metro High School in

Chicago. For TI/D/E/A/, it ihvOlverfprovid-
ing advisory,help to 40- public schools in

. Ohio, Florida,,New. York, and Michigan.

Through such direct work, the group's
strategy is tested and refined, with lessons
from one year translated into different
tactics in the, text.

Conscious Shared Strategy
We'found andttLitude among effective 'advisors

that they must "make sense" of their efforts,
muat pull them together to understand,their

experience. As one assistance group leader
,said, "We made a lot of mistakes' at'first,

but we learned- a lot too. Now I think we're
clear abbut what kinds of schools we can
actually help, what we're aiming for in our
work with a school, how we go about it
day-to-days, what,axe the traps to avoid."

. ,

In an effective group, tile leadership and the

"4., other key program staff act with increasing
clarity 135, spelling,out a conscious shared

stAtegy in detail.

Second Peri Od.of Direct Assistance
In the groups we-studied, thi co erent

refined statement of a school i rovement
ftraeegy ireqdently marked the beginning of a--

second period of assistance to school'staffs

or parent groups. The process of 'teAting an#
refining continued, but major element's of the *

78 0

strategy had been rirmly established. For

instance, /I/D/E/A/ had by this point in
Oeir developmentl,defined 35 outcomes for,
Individually Guided Education and developed
initial versions of Lesource materials
describing how an IGE school operates. They

were also clear enough abOut the IGE approach
to begin a major effort to train profes-
sionals from state departments of education
and from universities to act as IGE advisors
in their own states and communities.

Look at Yourself -IT How gear Is
Your Strategy for Improving Schools?
The purpose of this exercise is to help you
clarify what your group's school improvement
strategy is, how clear it is, and how useful
it is in dealing with dilemmas you confront
in providing assistance. In Part 1, your
group's leadership puts some key points of
your strategy in writing, and staff members
then ask some questions about this statement.
In Part 2, we pose some common problem situa-
tions,that assistance groups encounter,,and
we,ask you to see how useful your strategy is
in guiding your response to these problems.
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How Clear Is Your Stastegy for Iinproving_ Schools? Part 1

Your group's leaders shoultisprepare a state-
ment of about five mges, .answering the

, following questions:
,

a. What is wrong with ehe schools?
b. How can the school community be thanged

to address these problems?
c. What should your assistance group do to

bring about these changes?
.

2. Allow the rest of the staff to-read the
statemencit advance, and then meet to
discuss it. Initially staff members should
ask clarification questions (What do you
mean when you say ?) Then they
should Move to a discussion of the statement
lahich could include questions like the' .

following:

a. What key points does the statement iden-
tify that are most crutial to your
strategy?

)3. What aspects of your:strategy are a
little cloudy and need further
clarification?

c. To what extent were program staff aware
of the positions taken in the statementR

d. Are there ideas that staff Members feel
should be incorporated into the state-
ment that reflect what you do in prac-
tice but haven't been spelled out
formelly in the past?

3. After discussing the statement, see how
useful your strategy is in dealing with the
situations described in Part 2.

I. tAi HAT is tAzoN TH

- FUNDAMENTALLY THE PROBL-Wt IS/n-4AT THE Sci-looLs oNtX DEAL

EFFEcTNEW WITH CHIL,DRE.N WHo FALL WITHIN A NARROW RANcrE,

OF "NoatAALITY,n E3LIT CoLDRGN 'WHO ARG DIFFEREtir BecAUSe

RAcG) )(4CoME, HANDlcAP, oK-SEX OFTEN lar_,EIVE inIPERIOR

6DucAnolS.
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How Clear Is Your Strategy fpr Irn'proving the Schools? Part 2

1. Now try your hand at some typical problems
that advisloFsrfafe in working with clients.
(Use the first.list if you work mostly with
schooLstaffs and the second list if you
work mostly with parents.) Based,on your
strategy, how would you handle these
problems?

2. As you discuss possible alternatives, think
about the following:

a. Do particular problem situations relate
clearly to key elements in your strategy

WORKING WITH SCHOOL STAFFS

MIA school principal calls and says he has heard about yoUr
work. He has an inservice day scheduled for next week and he
would like you to come to do a two-hour workshop. How do you
respond?

In working with teachers on a new reading curriculum, you pick
up evidence of a high rate of student absenteeism and a,high
dropout rate. You check school records and yoUr impression is
confirmed. But when you casually mention the problem to some
teachers, they uniformly express the opinion that their Job is
to teach the kids "who come ready to learn." What do you do?

You have agreed t work in a school where the principal
promised tu be supportive by freeing up teachers to work with
you during their preparation period. You have Just found out
that she has not kept her word, and there are other signals
that she is beginning to feel threatened by your presence in
the 4chool. What do you do?

-- e.g., crucial things you want to
change about the schools,or crunial
skills you want your clients to deTelop?
What is this relationship?

\

b. Do you have some tactics that you typi
caliy use in dealing'ith the problem
situations we have decribed? What are
they?

c. Does the discussion of these problem
situ.ations reveal-any issts that you
feel should be clarified ahout your
school improvement strateW

WORKING WITH PARENTS

An 'active parent grotog has one strong leader who wants you to
deal directly with him an& becomes uncomfortable when you
begin to work with other members of the group. What do you do?

11A parent'group you are helping says that they have Just heard
about some money that they might get and they need a proposal
written right away. They say they are too busy' to write it
and that you could do it, easily. This IC the second time that
they have made such a request. What do you do?

You have been trying to help a parent group solve A special
education problem_and you are helping them analyze who makes
certain key decisions within the school district. The leader
of one faction in the group challenges ydu -- saying that
%rassroots folks don't have time for all'these techni-
calities. .We need to act." What do you do?

You have been advising a parent group about a problem they
have been having with an incompetent teacher. The principa

of the school approaches you after a meeting and says she
would like to sit down with you personally to see if the tww,
of you can make some progress on the problem. What do you 04



Cycle of Asistance and Analysis
Absiolutely efucial to the strategy develop-
ment processis a regular cycle of analysis
and assistande. The grottp makes a plan, goes
out and does4aom thing, and then sits down
and talks abO4 w things_ went. Then they
make adiustmOnts 1sed on their analysis.
Over time, a 'cruci l part of this analysis
focuses on whether the group is bringing
about the changei*in the school community
envisioned in their school improvement
strategy.

This analysis process can be accomplished in
many formal and informal ways. The staff of'
United Bronx Parents, operating in a crisis-
ridden Situation, insisted on a disciplined
method of analysis. They consistently sat
down before an important meeting or other
event and planned what they were going to do,
often role-playing to anticipate problems.
After the event they would immediately'sit
down again to review how things went, what
the next steps were, and how things could
have been done better.,

Rural Education Program held formal "debrief-
ing" sessions after important training
events. These sessions brought together
people who had been directly involved as
advisors and others on the staff,who had not
been involved. Another group held formal
analysis sessions, but also used the time
spent traveling by car from one rural town to

.another to analyze how things had gone.

-13y

..

If your group can actually carry out this
analysis and assistance cycle day-to-day, and
does in fact alter subsequent work in the
light of your analysis, this is one.of the
strongest indicators we found that your group
will be effective.

Of course, everyone acknowledges the impor-
tance of analysia. Ineffective groups,
!however, never seem to get around to it.
They make plans to analyze their work, but
they don't. Or personal 'conflicts keep
people from talking informally-about how
things went. Some groups have all the
trappings of research and evaluation, and one
might think that this information would
provide a basis for improving their wOrk.
Looking closely, however, we find, that the
research and evaluation are not generating
useful information or are not taken
seriously.

Another common failing is that the eaders of ,

an assistance group lay out an elabotate
school improvement strategy on paper;
however, close examination,:shows that the
strategy is not put into practice by the
staff. When ideas, on paper are divorced from
daily advisory work, lessons learned by
individual advisors remain mere personal
learning and do not contribUte to building
the shared strategy of the group: .

.:Over timevaniMportant-fodit'of tfie
analysis process is a hard assessment of
whether the assistance work is bringing about



the desired changes in specific school commu-

nities. How many schools have adopted
Individually Guided Education and how many
are actually carrYing it out? Has the number

of stdd.edts being suspended from school'in
the South Bronx dropped? How often do
parents trained by AFRAM really begin to take
independent initiative to change their local
schools?

Effective groups confront this hard evidence
and modify their approach. Ineffective
'groups ignore evidence about ineffectiveness
and fall into a rut. They often lose sight
of their'goals for improving the schools and
hold on defensively to specific methods of
assistance (for instance, a particular type
-of workshop they're used to giving, or a set
of steps they insist that clkents take to
solve a problem)..
Look at Yourself
Analyzing Your Assistance Projects
We have just discussed the importance of
developing a regular cycle of4analysis and
assistance in your work, so that you can
learn from your 'experience. In this ,

exercisd, you carry out thit analysis process
by drawing some lessons from previous'assis-
tance efforts.

1 4
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Analyzing Your Assistance Projects

1. Select two important assistance projects
that you have carried out in the past (e.g.;
your work with a specific school staff or
parent group over a period of a year or
more). On a ehart like the one below, list
some important lessons from nip experience
about how you can be more effective in
carrying out your school improvement.
strategy.

2, 0..s:coms the following questions:

\Y,ISFANCi PROJEC1 LESSONS FROM THE, PROJECT

a. How clear were these lessons at the time
you were working on the project?

b. What are some specific changes you might
make in youi futufe assistance efforts
in light of these lessons?

, 3, Choose one or two lessons from pasi work
that have clear, feasible implications for
the future. Make plans for improving future
work in light of your analysis of your past
experience.

L3RE tqcs t./ PRINICA PAL- CANNOT- JUST BG

ELEMENTARY ScHooL- WARM t.1GED S1Rot.1 SUPPORT FRom

TEACHM Ass1srAI4CE HER.

ReQu R.(1\14 Te0=Ck4ERS To ATTEKD

FRST,LA/oRKSHOP TURNED MAW(

aFF FROM START. WORKSHOpS

HAVE TERR(BLE ReFUTATION.

-NEEDS AssEsSMENT ouESTIoNNAIRE

SuPERRCLAL. DIDN'T GET AT REAL

1GA0-4ER c6NcERNS.
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Human Systems Perspective
We explained earlier (see pages 30 to 31)
that effective assistance groups develop a
sophisticated capacity to understand the
,school community as'a human system.
/I/D/E/A/ expresses this idea as follows:

IgThe school is the strategic unit for
'educational change. It contains all the
,elements for carrying out instructional and
learning functions. Further, Unless the
school as a unit is supportive of change,
individual attempts to change are usually
frustrated. The culture of the school is
central both to understanding and to
affecting educational improvement.

'Continuous school improvement begins by
building an allegiance to norms and
expectations that support the staff's
search,for improved methods.99

Rural Education Program states it this way:

igChange _strategy should focus not on
individual or piecemeal change, but recog
nize the complex interrelationships between
students, the teaching act, the structure
of schooling, and the natilre of the

coMMunity setting and should focus in a
comprehensive way on influencing all these
lactors.11

When an assistance group,ie effective, their
understanding of the school community as a
human system becomes increasingrv explicit.
Generally an assistance group has an initial

with'one group in the school
community -- progressive teachers, for
instance, ot Puerto Rican parents. Efforts -

to help these people, 'however, draw reactions

or set up barriers'in the rest of the school
community and beyond, reactions which the
assistance group may not have anticipated.
One group's effort to assist a young progres
sive schoo l. principal brought on the
animosity of central office administrators,
whon'the group had simply ignored. Parent

"advisors from another group were attracted to
parent groups with strong charismatic
leaders, but they began to realize that such
leaders often block efforts to develop the
leadership skills of other parents.

Over time, you have to become increasingly
accurate in understanding hOw the school, the
local community, the tschool district central
office, the local political organization, the
federal government, the teachers' union, etc.,
are interrelated and how they affect your
struggle for better schools. You should.also
be able to predict pretty accurately how your
activities will,affect all parts of the
school community. Thus problems can be
antiapated -- and conscausly chosen. In

_



othedwords, you need to develop an increas-
ingly accurate mental map of how the school
cmmunity functions as a human system.

-

Central Aspects of Human Systems
s this'mental map becOmes,increasingly.

detailed, the next step is to zero in on
those parts of the system that are most
critical to change. /I/D/E/A/ realized that

for its strategy of individualized instruc-
tion to work, there had to be a reorganiza-
tion of the teaching staff to overcome fhe
isolation of individual teachers. Therefore,

AiD/E/Ai's strategy began with the reorgani-
zation of the traditional school into learn-
ing comsmnities taught by teann of tfiree to

five teachers. This basic.change in the

school as a human system facilitated the,
other changes in instruction advocated by

/I/D/E/A/.

I -

AFRAN and United Bronx Parents understood
t at school 'staff usually have a great deal-

of hostility and fear concerning the presence
of parents in the school. Thu's, a key goal

of both groups was to change the teachers'
belief that parents dOn't belong there. They

encouraged parents to create a regular
presende" in the school that generally came
to be expected an4 accepted.

-Focusecialstegy
Having identified which aspects of the system

you want to change, you should begin to make

theinthe subject of specific plans for
improvement, detailed strategy and tactics,
and a significant percentage of advisor time.

Basicichanges are often threatening, and it
Al, is quite natural that people will try to

divert you from changing major aspects of -

their human systems. Many assistance groups

are sidetracked into Working on peripheral

matters. Creative curriculum units that were

supposed to transform the whole"cUrriculua"
become gimmicks for ttudents who have
.finishea their regular lessons. Hopes for a

basic cliange in parent-teacher relationships
dissipate into showcase meetings in which the
teachers explain the school program while*

parents listen.

Effective assistance groups developymethods

,to keep from being diverted. As we discussed

earlier (see pages 24,to 26), good advidors

spend their limited time working op the issues .

of most importance to them. '

School PriAcipal Is Key
nen you anakyze\your school community as a
human system, pay special attention to thee

A c
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school oridcioal. In studying /I/D/E/A/, we
found that the commitment of the school
principal to individualized 4nstruction was
the single.most important factor in deoter
mining whether it was carried out. Looking
at the advisory work of Creative Teaching
Workshop, we reached the same conclusion.
Similarly, groups that tried to organize and
'motivate parents were constantly facing the
principal's power to either encdurage or
didcourage change.

Assistance groups who initially fail to take
the school principal iiito account eventually
learn that they must aniitipate the princi
pal's reaction to every plan they make.

For example, Center for New Schools helped
parents and teachers in one Hispanic neigh
borhood to set up an alternative school
program within a local high school. Although
the sdhool's principal initially, approved the'
program in general, he would not be pinned
down on specific staffing issues. Subse
quently, he blocked the parents' choice for
program director and assigned teachers in the
program extra duties that didn't allow them
enough time to plan and coordinate th'e alter
native prograui's. activities. In retrospect,
the advisors felt they should have confronted
the principal about these issues, which killed
the alternative program.

1 4 /

Look at Yourself How Detailed Are
Your 111aps of School Communities?
This exercise has two,parts, both aimed at
helping you sharpen your skills in mapping
the human systems within school"communities

re trying to change. In Part 1, we ask
you to . , lyze a diagram of the many
groups and individuals who affect what
happens in a specific sChool.community you
are familiar with. In Part 2, you zero in on
a few of these groups and individuals, taking
stock of what you know about them and what
you'd like to find out.
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How Deta4led Are Youi) Maps of ShhO41 Communities? Part 1

, .
Choose a schoolscommunity. that most' of .your

. group is f.amiliar with./(
" `.

2. 'Mice i diagrm like.the.ime telow, indiiat,
ing key-people, Orga4izati,onS,, subgroufs,
factions thar are iikftant to take intO
accountin yingto br!ing a.bout chante.P.-
Make a few notes on the diagram aboa each

one.
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3. Draw lines and make notes indicating some
key relationships between the boxes on the
diagram (don't try to 'show every single

relationship).

4. -Discuss some implications of this informa-

44. tion for Making 'your school improvement

strategy more effective. ,
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How Detailed 'Are Your Maps of School Communities? art 2

I. Frpm yoa mapping of groups and individuals 3. ,Discuss some concrete steps you could take

in the previous exercise, choose three or to gain the type of information you would

four of the most important ones, like to have now but don't. \

2. Create a chart like the one below.

1 \ "
k'''

III Ii ,)L Li)

'DR

IH. cvitsicIT'AL,

LET I° S IN UNDER PRESSURE

DoesNi BELIEVE IN SIL.k1.(._IAL..
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Tie.S WITH BUS(NESS-..

ASSoCIATto N

vHEE DID HE come FROM

BEFORE BEING MADE PRiNciPAC

-wko ARE H(S FRIENDS AND

ENEMIES WITi-lt SYSTEM ?

ARE MERE ANY (DEAS ABOUT
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Adjusting to Local Conditions
Assistance groups are most effective when
they have a coherent strategy and a set of
guidelines for action in specific situations,
yet allow for important areas of flexibility
to milt local conditions. Each of the groups
we studied had features built into its school
improvement strategy that allowed for this
flexibility. AFRAM was very speciiiic about
its long-term goals for school improvement
and'about the role its advisors should play,
but it was equally insistent that short7term
objectives and tactics should be developed by
parents themselves.

/I/D/E/A/ was specific about the desirable
social organization of a school and the
procedures for individualizing the learning
program, but adamantly_refused to develop
curriculum materials or to specify desirable
curriculum content. Rural Education Program
focused on changing the procedures by which
school communiXiesjsolved problems but
refused to take positions about which
problmns or which solutions a local school
community should decide to work on.

Effective assistance groups are sensitive to
local conditions and constraints and adapt
their strategy to meet them. For example,

DIE/A/ called for" teachers'to voluntarily

811 t the shift to individualized instruc-
tion d suggested that teachers who were not

interested should be transferred to other
schools. But in one school district the
teachers' contract precluded such transfers.
Therefore, the advisor suggested the school
be organized into.two sections: those mho

were willing to adopt the individualized
approach worked in teams, in an open space
arrangement, and those who wished to retain
the traditional approach continued to teach
in self-contained classrooms. Then parents
were given a choice as to which type of
learning program they wished their children
to enter. This is an example of a creative
adjustment of a change strategy to meet local
constraints. It illustrates,the balance
between standing firm and giving ground that
effective assistance groups achieve (see
'pages 27 to 29).

Look at Yourself How Can
You Adapt to Local Conditions?
How do local4conditions end constraints
'affect your work and how can you adjust.to
them creatively without compromising your
basic objectives? This exercise will help
you think through these issues in light of '

your own experience.

5 4.-
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How Can You Adapt to Local Conditions?

1. Brainstorm a list of local conditions or

constraints,that haVe affected your work
in the past. Take into account local
practices, local culture, crises, teachers'
union agreements, tight finances, political
situations, etc,.

CONSTRAINTS

2. For each one
4 propose some ways that you

could adjustqo this constraint without
sacrificing the essential elements of your
strategy.

POSSIBLE WAYS TO ADJUST

NO IsnoNEY FoR SuBsTI.TufES' so TP,C.HERS

cAN ArrefiD WORK,S4401's.

TWo OOL. Eso/NRI) F4CTIONIS. IF NE GET

IDeN11-1FLeD NtTH oNE 11-4E OTHER
IS AUTOMATicALLY oPPOSED

TEAcAERS' umioN RULES ABOUT MANDATOR(

NsERvice STRICTLY LIMIT TD THREE
A YEA.R.

SCHOOL suPERINTENDE,NT Ot4 WAY OuT tJo

ONE WANTS To- ACT UNTIL_ THEY KNOW

WHO WILL SuCcEED

l 5 q
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VOL)NTARY MEETI NI GS 7

SHouLt. WE JUST W4AIT? &ET To,rossIBLE

SUcCESSOR FROM INSiDE THE SYSTEM

TO GET HER SUPPORT?
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Clear Language for Key Ideas
In working with clients, you have to talk in

a language they-understand. Many important
ideas on which school improvement strategies
are based are Outside the everyday expgrience

,of clients; most people, for example, think
of a school as-a building, classroom*,
teachers, and books, not as a set of
unwritten rules and power relationships.

Without effective ways to communicate your
key ideas, you will be seen as spouting
jargon or being impractical -- especially if
assistance group members develop shorthand .

ways to communicateand forget that this
language has no meaning'to people outside the
organization.

For example, one group-confused teachers
..with social.science jargon; they told the
teachers that "social roles and norms
constrain systemic change." Things went
better when they tranalated these ideas into
simpler English. 'Roles" became "what we
expedt people to do who have a specific
job:" "Norms" became "unwritten rules people
live by."

We recommend that you spend a good.deal of
time identifying the key terms and ideas. You
wish to use with clients, and thinking about
.practical ways to get these ideas across.
'Other groups have found the following methods

helpful in communicating key ideas:

1 5

carefully designed written materials, aUdio
visual materials, simulation's and role
playing, case studies of problem-srtuations,
and a consistent practice of pointing out .
examples of key concepts wben they are
illustrated by events in the school

community.

Look at Yourself Do You
Communicate KO. Ideas Clearly?
How clear are the key terms you use in'
working with clients? This exercise will
help.you identify some of these terms and
test your ability to communica e them
effectively.

. 5
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Do You Commu.nicate Key 'cleats Clearly?
. ,

1. List five to ten key terms and ideas that
you most want to get across when'you work

wieh clients.

2. As a group,,define,each one on newsprint to
make.sure you share the same definitions and
to state them as simply as possible. Note

carefully any points of'confusion or dis-
agreement;,they are probably confusing your

clients.

3. Brini in an outsider -- the type ot prin-
cipal, teacher, or parent who might be your

" )

SCHOOL

cbient (don't choose someone you've worked
with in the past or someone sympathetic to

you).

4. Explain your approach to improving schools
tp this person, using, your key terms and

ideas. Ask the person to stop you or,to
make a note everytime something isn't clear.

5. Use this feedback to improve your explana,
tions and to think about ways you can get
your key ideas across better to your
clients.

DLFIN1110% AS SI\IPLY AS POSSJBLI

)tris-t-GAD oF &RADE LgvaLS, scHoot, cS DIVIDED INTO LINTS

EAct-t UNIT HAS A PROFESSIONAL STAFF OF 3-6 1-Aci-IERS, (-2. Awes)

AND 75-60 CHILDREN' TYPIcALLY1, -r-HRE'S A. THREE-YEAR AG-E

RANGE Am8NIG- -ME CHILDREN' i A UNIT.

IGE INDIVIDUALLY GUIDED eDLICATIONI (Icie) IS A FoUR-STEP CYCLE

LEP,RNiNCI PRocESS CoNSiSTING oF (1) AssEssmENT, '(2.)CHOOSINEr' oBJECTIvES,

(3) LGARNINer pRocTeAvl ImPLE MEW/A-TONI AND 64-) KEASSESSMENIT.

THIS CYCLE tS REPEATED AG-A (N AND MAIN, (N EACH SUBJECT)

FOR EAcH
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:-
Material's

"to $UppoitA,Sistailoe'
PrepariraudiOrvisual::and written

daterials-,cWbear iuch otAlle:barden of
cmhunicatihg, your. idaaa;ClearlY And consis-
tently'. The materials We find -6ffectivaie,

:(,,pat together w0b4s6mL0,,,dare. .

First, eacb set -,b*s;a diatinctive,oVerall

'-format.that can,clearly,be identified' with
the Ircigh:The*nsistent fOrMat makea.the.
group,seta-1.441thate, giviw clients =the, ,

sense 0*,the groWs approach is sompier.
henai4e, and that,they:have"fOreseen typical
client,problems. ' '

1

Second, theaCmateriala afe flexible.
Adv_isors can giVe.CIients a'short handout,

-booktlet4.or filmstrip focused on a specific
,issue, instead of handing them-a thick book.
This fleicibility:allowsrthe'materials to -be
regularly xcevised, updated, and added to; ,-.

since ,the parts are relatiVely independent cit.-

each other. ,

%We have already mentioned Uni'te&Bronx
Parents' colorful one-page bandontjA that
analyze specific concerns or problelniParents
confront in trying to improve-Schbols
/I/D/E/A/ has carefully written'a0.,fieid
tested a set of short handbooksand
strips that deal with ptoblems that saqse
implementing Individually Guided Education-

.-.

(such, as needed,changeS:ip thelxkincipal's'
ro-le);- AFW wrote aaelnes of ''thought.,
stimulators"'for:parantS:Aht were aeht ogt,.

regular basis',,these,itimulatori,
expTained basic AFkA11 ideas abogi_how'tba :

schools could b-e itaprOlied.
,

IDOkannaLMEaf
A i-low Use Ai'e Youl' Material

glow,helpful are thalhat rials you gse?
amterials' would ijt be helpful for you

to prepare? This exercise will help you ,

'Or
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How Useful 43:)e Your Materlals?
,

1.. Assemble the brochuresp.handouts, handbooks,
anc0whatever othey material yoU use it

working 'wlith clients. Look Chem cner.

2, Answeelhe following bitiestns-ab'out them:
,a. 'Philtre thg str'engths and Weaknesses 6f

'your present marerials?
.

b, Age, there oiher. materials that already
eist (i .n. proposals, memos, etc. X thSt

, might be tutned into usef9 materials

Tor direct 4ssi.tatice?

z
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-ro ,,mPOovE IE t-4,c\ r.1 Lsz Lt.1 Di N16- ORSTAN N

O-ri AT 61\1S CA (re i,7 A C1Ni ,,C,ESESt

It you could prepare five to ten short
handouts, manuals, or filmstrips, what
should they ,deal with to' be most useful

in the assistance peocess?
o. Take oae or, two of these ideas'as illus

.

trations. Whqt would t.hey' look like in-

more detail? How would you actually u8e
them?
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PTIZIAEs SECTION 4

Developing the Advisor' s,



your hopes for improving the schools either
succeed or fail in the day-to-day efforts

of your advisors to help clients in specific
school communities. ' In the as istance groups

;
we studied, we found sharpcon r asts in their
ideal pictures of an effectiveiadvisorli

,.

(,

III For AFRA/G it was an active l'ocal parent,
whose main jobwas to stimulate parent
activism. A person who made'a total'
comfaitment to gommunity service and was
cohstanity available to help-parents with
school and non-school probleMs. A leader,
but a perSon wto encouraged other lead-
ership to Aevelop rather than monopo-
lizingit.

111 For /I/D/E/A/, the ideal advisor was an
educator with the credibi.tity needee0
convince key school syStem decision makers
to adopt Individually.Guided EdUcatioh.
A person who was enthusiktic about, IGF.'
Ajlersob who eould mast_er 'che 'siting need-

ed tg 1a4 vo0shops_a4o6erwike akise
school_staffs in implementillg

fRural Edatation Program wanted a faciliia-
tor of a,change process., who would not
advoCate specific change's in curriCultImi
sc,hool organization,, etc. 6killed in formal
and informal methods for facilitating -
groups.. A person who could identify with

\A

C-

client needs in rural communities., includ-
,
ing the needs of parents from particular
ethnic grqups.

United Bronx Parent?looked for a fighter
who would help other parents acquire the
skills:needed to confront school officials
when problems existed in their local

--,

schools. A person who, was extremely4nowl-
edgeable al:put-what, in'the view of UBP.,
sh6u1d be going on .day-tO-day in a,good
school. .

gach grouP tried to help advisors translate
thei'r school improvement strategy into speci-
Vic teC'Iniques for assisting clients in a

-workshop; in informal conversations in the
,,teachecs' iounge, in a confrontation between's-
angry,Mrents and a school principal,

In. accomplishing tHis translation, advisors
have'tp donstantl9 reconcile wtat the assis-
tance eroup stan0 for, the realities .

N N.
locaf situetions, 4(1 the

).

aOisoP:-S-6iAi style
' and agilIpes. Fdr thiS balancing act to be

successful, the assistance group must clearly
define the ad4isor's role hire people who
have the potentiail-tb be Rood advisorst and'
then trallY anclfsup'poTt them'effectively,

4 c

Rate'tyour$elf. .How are.o.you doing 'in develop-

ing the.advisor's role? .

p.
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visor's
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Ot at di
;

hat ya do

defining
the

advisor's
job

advisor's
style

The assistance group concretely
specifies the importafit elements of
the 'adVisor's role, and this-plan is
carried out in practice. (#4-1)

The advisor ean adjust the assis-:
lance group's school improvement
strategy to suit a personalotyle,
but without changing essential parts
of,the Strategy. -(#472) '
.,

personal The.a-dvisor develops persopal rela-
relation- tionships with clients, btit refuses

ships with-,to be pressured into going against--
clients key parts.of the assistance group

strategy. (#4-3)

/
advi ors

The assistance group carefUIly ,hire
advisors who share their philosopb
who have had,previous experience/ f

, the typeiNtof situati3O-ns they wi 1

-work id', Okrhave personal char c-
teristics with which clients. c n ,

identify, and who can cope wir the

stresses of the advisor's job (#4-4)

'

t

exactly
what you do

-2 +1 +2 +3'

-3. -1 +1 +2
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training
advisors

The assistance 'group trains advisb-rs
through a conscious plan that
includes written materials, training
sessions, direct experience in

,
providing assistance4 and analysis
orthat experience. (#4-5)

avoiding
advisor

Isolation'

The assistance group takes steps to
avoid the dangers of advisors becom-
ing isolated (e.g., through teaming
and regular supervision). (44-6)

not at all

what you do

-3
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. MORE ABOUT SET ACTED oRITICAL TASKS

Defining the Advisor's JOb
In the advisor's day-to-day work, the group's
school imprOvement strategy eitheF 'succeeds
of falls apart. A's an advisor you have to
withstand strong pressures to deiiate from
that strategy. You haVe to project clear
values in which.you exhibit confidence. You
must hold clients accountable for carrying
out "their end Of the bargain" when they
accuse you of being insensitive to the pres---'
sures they face. You have.to maintain a
continuity of purpose and a sense of priority
Am the face of short-term cries for help and
major crises.. As one effective,IGE advisor
told us, "People in my schools-know I stand
for mnething."

Working as an advisor inevitabii means'
evaluiting agendas of people who ask for
help, and.sometimes refusing to(give it. It

inVolves pushing people' to AD for themselves
what they would rather'have you do for them.

Being an advisor means always being to some
extent ah outsider, since you have to think
constantly about how you should reapond to
client' -- whether you are leading a meeting

4g casually to'someo e who gives you
fti.1v,w4e*

While effective advisorpork within clear,
they,are inventiVe,and nd't Mechanical

_in applying theist group's ideas'io a parti-
cular situation. As discussed in the previous
cnaPter (pages 89.to 90), advisors must decide

tal

'Vraire:

a

4

how to adjust creatively to local conditions
and constraints. Rural Education Program

1

adjusted its schedtcles ior regular meetings
of a school communilty group in rural upstate ,

Washington to take tinto account The realities
of the local econouy and culture: the

demands of apple pitcking in the fall, the
difficulties of travel'on mountain roads'in,
the winter, the need to protect the apple
tree buds from freeiing in the spring.

Perso al RelationShips w41-i Clients
Effecti e,advisors develop personal relation-
ship8 with clients. AFRAM,,advisors believed
it was critical that "parents'saw that the
person frbm AFRAM who went to Calk with tbe
school superintendent wee the same perion
they had for dinner the night,before." But
advisors can't be pressured by frienAhips to
go against the key elements of iheit strat-
egy. For example, advisors from CreatiVe"-
Teaching Workshop often built:close relation-
ships with school principals,. However,,sinte
the AdVisors' credibility wifh teachers
depended on being trusted, igeisors couldn't

freely-share infierMation from teachers with
theo)rincipal,

.

.Z.

,AckvisorV
Good advisor
strategy in
strengths.
Tay use art
introducing

tYle
s also modify theii group's
light of their personal style and
A teacher advisor skilled in art
activities as,a vehicle for
individualized instruction
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methods. One parent advisor may be good at
"firing people up" by talking to the whale
group, while another may be more effective in
onetoone conversations. Effective assis
tance groups recognize that there is a range
of personal styles potentially consistent
with their school improvement strategy:* They
encourage individual'advisors to buird on
their personal strengths within the limits of
the group's strategy. They don't insist on
cookiecuttei uniformity.

Effective assistance groups, to summarize,
are constantly reconciling three forces that
often purl advisors in opposing directions
-- the assistance group's school improvement
strategy, the demands of the local situation,
and the advisor's personal style.

Look at Yourself What
Tensions Arise in the Adviso's Job?
Tensions constantly atise in an advisor's
daily work between the group's strategy for
impioving,schools-, the pressures of the
school situation, and the advisor's personal
style. This exercise will helw you,bring to
the surface some of these tensions and
dis6uss how you might deal with them more .!

effectively.

17i
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What TeAsiOns Arise in theAielvisor'sigob2-

1. List ten iMportant things that an advisor
supposed to do or, avoid doing- day-to-day.
Be as concrete as possible.. -

2. Then list lome forces thaark
dOing these things.

24F

oR \-y .1.)V SO,S S1101'1.

s
ZN4T kiE.L1> TgACHER.S WHO WoN T AZTREE

t. C )o FART ,OP THE, kvoRIC -n-Levsa_vGs.

S 3. Choose one or. two that have been sources of
tensp ;for aditsors-in your gr6np. -What .

iteps Can you, take to make it'easier for

aavisars to act in- adcord 14ith'what. is

CJT TA.C.I-IERS To pBSERv E AC

OTHERS' -MACH I

ie.
4.

wAY t-IATH is TAUGHT'

To INTRobLk.G MAN 1 pu LA-n VE

MATERIALS.

1 7j

expected of them?
,

f
FORCES WRKING AGAINS1

.

ACCL.P3ED OF. B,P1T<1G'

,WA1,11" TO CA-ET .SOMETHI N Er. QOtNG ITH

k RESISTANT TEAd--4ER:.

v./ANT To BL LIKED:

Ti4REA1ENI N4-. INVASION oF TuR.F.

TEACHERS Doi.1:1- KDW HOW ,..To CR(Tic.tz.e

CONS,1RiC,11VPLY, ONG DISASTROUS

!NCI PENT,,
1

,4
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:IN MATH, 'MAW PLJLATNES SEEN AS BABY

Stli cASOR AteP .Pi-cE_ . . . ,

- TEACHERS itpciz., f.,141-4MAT IC4A11°S.

DEgENSIVE1Sb STISK To, Rerre'vte-TH6D5.,
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TraiiiingAd Visors
Ineffective a sistance groups turn advisors
loose to work n their,own, trusting that
their individ 1 skiffs and commitment -will
see them through. Effective groups use
systematic'metbods,for training advisors,.
initially and continuing to support them.

Earlier, we described some useful methods for
traininvall assistance group staff Xsee
pages 64 and 65). Consistent witH this_advice,3s.
you should train new advisors through a
'planned combination of formal workshop
Sessions, written matefials", oppOrtunities t^6
obsgrve experienced advisors at work, initial
supervised work with clients, and sessions.to
analyze this advisory work.

Avoiding Advisor Iso1ation
This supportive assistance should not stop
after advisors have gotten their feet wet.
It is especially imporant that advisors -

receive continuing supervision and support ,

and that you avoid advisor isolation.

An a.dvisor working alone becomes highly
involved in a local situations yet remains an .

outsider there -- alwa s an the.fringes.
Without continuing sup ort- from the.psis
tance group, the advisr can drift away from
the appropriate role, n get loo immer ed in
tile local situation to see clearly wha is

happening, 'not think of fresh ideas for doing
the job, become discouraged and depressed.

v Ay: 01,4,

4-

,
'O.,.

4 t

These problems are intensified:when advisors
are spread out across he state or nation and
have limited contact with the rest of the
assi91tance group.

There are a umber of helpful ways to support
advisors. Advisors can work in a local .

setting as a team, If they work alone, they
can observe each other's work regularly.
Supervisors can make regular field visits and
keep in touch frequently by telephone. Advis
ors can meet,regularly to discuss problems.

Look at Yourself How Do
You Train and Support Advisors?
How consciausly do you train and support
advisors? Part 1 of this egercise helps you
consider what you are presently doing and
what'you might,do in the future in,light.of
the methods we found effective. Part 2 asks
.you to use a method called force field analy
sis to consider,how You can make desirable
changes in your advisor training and support
methods.

'1 7 b
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p, How Do You Train. anaSupport Advisoit? Part I.

`1., Below we list ways that effectiye groups.

hassre successfu?.ly trained and supported
their adVikors. Indicate which:of these

,%methods you. are using now.

METHOD FOR *TRAINING 11

.SUPPOtINADVISORS

Observ ing other

advisors

Rogular on-site
supervision,

'ot aaisory work -

Teaming adviso.rs
'

Set eing nnie aside
Co Ada l yze. adv isory

work regu1a..r.1 y

L..-

Writ ten ItialLTrtals
sto exlain
advisory role

Written indt-erlals
: WE" HAVG

to he Used in
SPeitFtc.' WORKSHO1' S1

asisting clients

'HOW YOU '1,1: ALREADY DONE
i .

IT

2. ,Sugges

these

future
practi

HAvE (-N KG.t/v AbvISZ,RS OtstE

ssiN Wtri4 NCE *NDS
cAret,A)

-iT' HAD- STAFF RE';OUR.CGS 'FoR
THIS ye-r

:ONE. TIME w -112ED y GN OAK LAwN1)
-r)N1'-r WORK PGRSoNALtTY

wG ALWAYS sew usit'Ll_ Do IT BuT WE'RE
LtdcKy -(F-- we i-ipsye- ots1C sessioNi

POSECT.

S -1R.c)N1 PoirIT CARLA WROTE
PAP'qlz. on1 HGR. VsTR..K.

s

1 7 b

GOOD

t some ways that you might do Vome, of
things in the future. Brainstorm
posAbilities; don't thi-nk of
cal limits at this point.

HOW YOU MIGHT p0 IT

SCHG.D's-4LG FOR. N)../(oR4 To
°.csgseRvE E.ALM OTHGTZ. RE6,01...ARLY

t-tiNv: -10E A4CD CARLA CA-le-QC IA

R-CTLJL.Arzl-`11 PEoPuE TH-GY TRAt WED ?

TEAM NEW AtIviSORS wITH 01.-D Ad1D NAVE
TkoS5 PAIRS '0135-RvE EAC4-1 OTI4GR.

t,
gUlLD I -1-.4EC>LILE't----A/C)Nle'r-, /NY F'

wi-ket-1 F'e PLE- A J oFg-icE oR HAVE
JoHN

HAVE -t:--)IERYONLE READ A D Rc_ACT
CARLA'S PAPER 11-AGN 12.c.V(SE tT
ACCORbi N& LS/.

.14 t

HAVE- SOfr1EO Pu. T'OGGIVER.
OR(TANIIZ.G WHAT WG HAVE
RE ACrAtN.

t

SOME COLN...1).

Avt.,
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I-low Do You 'Train anyl. Support Advtsors? PartQ
.X. A 44444.

407 4r

Chooze, one of the_ ideas f or impr ov ing the

.trai-ning 'and suppoft, fqr advisors that you- .
developed in Pare 1-.

. . .
. Bejow on the left; das.,cribe the "current.

situation" with respect to this idea, and
'ihe.right; Na....2cig,siited change" you would.f.

,

-.
D cl 'like- tmake.

. es . . .. t
'

3. List positive forces t,hat exist or oould be

ereatred to move you .toesrd the .desired

change. Also list the neg.tftive forces that

stand in the way. of making the change..

oh, 4. Make specific plans
negative forces and
forces" to 'help you

you want.

te
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Ananthropologist who stud?ed an urban
school for several...years noted that every

week at lealt forty profesdtonals from out-
side came into the school to provide help to
either the school's staff OT its studehts.
Your advisors are thus not the,only ones on
the sc.hool'w dooritep claiming that they can

help.
e,

Many of these mutside experts leave a bad
impresSion with te'achers or with Parents.
Centerrfor New Schools was once diseuiSing
possible help to both teachers and'parents in
a school on Chicago's-South Side. They found

that peyliad been preceded by a "human rela-
tions expert"'who had'brought,school staff
andeparents'together in a meeting to air__
their grievances, ran a stormy Isessian in
which...animosities were heightened, 'and then

disappeared:

4.

aus, an assistance group often has much
suspicion to overcome wh'en its advisor; show
up_amd say, "We're. here to help141,The way

)0u explain yourself, make'initial'Contacts,
create first impressions is crucial to_your
success. YOU will hav,e to'clarifyand
roclarify w'hat serviCes your kroup 'has to

offer -- what lncretely you can do that is

useful -- throughout the assistance process.

The initial steps you take in this
relationship-building process are crucial,
from your first contact with prospective
clients until you decide whether to help them

'long-term. Patterns set during this early
0-etiod-are difficult to change. The assis-,

tance group aAd the advisor are quickily seen
4s_hay:ing_certainskills or lacking Aem,
having certain amides, having made certain
commitments, bein allied with particular
people in the schoOl cominnnity, and soMn.

.

.

Thij-saw-a ntumber of advisors struggling *

severa,l 'years rater to overcome Ini`stakes, they

made 'in ae tirst few weeks, of contact with a
schoof,cbmmunity -7 Siyineto placte key
teachers Dr parents, for instarieeYWhibm--th& .
adviscirs,Shad neglected to-interview at firb,t

and,who became the group's enemies becduse
:they feltrslighted. Building and maintaining_
relationships with clients-is a'section of-
the puiele on which yoUr long-term effective-
ness clearly ddpends. Use the chart on the
next%page to assess how, well you are.doing.

,



taking key
people and

grdup§,into
account

understand-
ing local
history

shaping

,initial
meetings

Suilding
credibility
-#11d-trust

nature and
limits of

help

caigReiatiOnships

The assistance group takes into
account key people and groups in the
school community in the process of,
building relationships. (#5-,1)

The assistance group gathers
information aboug..the history of the-
school, school ;district, and
community. (#5-2)

The Assistance group carefully
thooses the situations in which thex
deal with potential clients (e.g..,
group meeting versus personal
interview).

The Assistance group builds credi-
bility and trust with clients
-through such rrans'as obtaining,
recommendations from people _the
clients respect;demonstrating that
they can:help,the-Aiits solve
specific problems; building on the
clients' persorial identification --
with the advisor; demAstrating,thAt
their'approach is comprehensiVe;. and,('
proving that their Rrimaryl:commit-
ment is to heipOz thecients,
rather than'to achieving sOme
agenda. 05=-41

not at all-.

what you dO

-3 -2

1.

exactly
what,you do

-3

The assistante-%-fotpl-Tear-Ty commu-
nicates itsstrategy, ehe Valtres
is hased on, the role'of the

advisor., and the limits on the type
Ind amouwt-of assistance it can
offer. (#5-5),

6,

-2



needs

assessment

match with
client's

situation

agreements
on mutual,
responsi
bilities

The assistance group employs needs
assessme4s to identify client
needs, to identify strengths and
weaknesses of the sabools, to
involve clients in analyzing their
own situations, to help clients
legitimize the analysis of educa
tional ,issues with decision makers,
and to document client progress%
(#5-6).

The assistance group makes reaNstic
assessthents.ot. the match between its
capabilities and the needs, readi
ness, and other key characteristics
of the clients and their situation.
(#5-7)

The assistance.group develops a
'clear agreement with clients about
the nature and limifs4 of tbe avsis
tance the group will providg and
about the clients' respbnsibilities
in the assistance process. (#5-8)

Tov"big'cussibir
,

I'VAL '4-individuals, rate the.grcup as ihey did

ecif4.o ta

"Do You ilgree at' thek0, 1,Wiaatr.tasks, are

critical to youx effedtiVenesS,br do you
think that cur obseivations ariraisguided or
inappropriate for, yoh? /

not-at all
what you do

, 47

exactly,
what you do

3 2 --1 +1.

00

2

73 2 1

I00.4gY,qiitig.4i taks that re bothAttiPO4*
wygg and[OU'i*i,01i4O1,0445iii 4:;a6i11:1015''
wh4 ...449;*-;4.ocol#4.06c40fr'4004-3*-44.0

a Identify c.ca1 tasks Egtre *eit ,24MR0#81#'
tO nitAcrotw,it,telriM'xp:-.4pa '7,~

00440'10x
.

+2 - +3'

+1 +3
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+2 . .+3'
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MORE ABOUT SET:B-101ED CRITICAL TASKS

Taking Itpy People -

and.Groups into Account
Earlier, we discussed the importance of "mapping"
the school commUnity a-s a human syst,em (see

pages 84 to 88). In relationship building, you
have to draw a lot of maps early so that your
knowledge of the school community's."geography"
can help you avoid harmful mistakes. You have'

to find out as much as you can about the main
groups and factions. You can't accept any_ one

person's opinion -- people will tell you with
great authority things that are simply not true.
You must weigh,evidence from several sources.

Failing to get this information early in the'
game can cause serious difficUlties. You can,

for example, become linked with an unpcipular
faction within a school faculty or parent group,
and this link can isolite you from other impor-

tant groups.

Understahding Local Histopy
*story is important. You don"t want to stand
'up in front of a school faculty and'be asked to
k analyze a buruing school desegregation contro-

11:7. -
)rersy you have never heard about. You don't

- ant to find.out a year from now that a parti-
f-cular school 'principal has a history of inviting

b outside groups in to help him and then failing
to support them.

Shaping Initial Meetings
You also have to consider the type of situation
in which youtchoose to deal with potential

clients. Smile experienced advisors will not
attend a meeting unless they have already talked

8 b

individually with most of the participants and
understand the history of their relationships.
Without this knowledge you may, for example, be
caught in the crossfire between two factions and
stand littfe chance of developing any credibi-
lity,. Thinking ahead, about'the situations in
which you will initially meet with clients and
the ways you want to focus these discussions
will help establish your competence.

Some effective groups'do a lot of low-key detec-
tive work before they make a public appearance. ,

Other groups have developed,engaging formats for
initial workshops or meetings that have consis-
tently proven successful in arousing the interest -

of potential clients and allaying their fears.

On Page 87; we presented a,simple method for'
diagramming some key features of a school com-
munity. The type of information illustfated
there is precisely the type of information you
need OD assemble early in the relationship-
building process. You may iiant to develop a\

diagram similar to the one on page 87 as you go
about mapping,an unfamiliar school<tommunity.

Loolc. at Yourself
,What Can You Learn froth Your
.Past Efforts to Build Relationships?
The purpose of this exercise is to help you
analyze previous attempts to build initial rela-
tionships.with a school community. Using these

"case' studies,"'we ask you how you might go

about it differently in the future. .The case
study notes-we ask you tck prepare are used in
several subsequent exercises in this chapter.

18
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GRIGGS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CASE STUDY NOTES

Chroriology of Events

Jan. 15 Contacted principal using referral from
mutual friend.

_Jan. 19 yisited principal. EXplained pro
solving pr,aject and what it would

involve. Principal expressed interAt.

Jan. 22 Individual interviews with everyone on
thru 27 the staff. Interviews with,PTA

leaders.

Feb. 5 Problem identification workshop with
full staff.

Problem identificatiod workshop with
parents.

Negotiated agreements with principal,
teachers N parents.

P.
d.

e.

Things xon,dia that ventle=,
Thingp $ron,,.di&-that dansedl,outrOUblp.

Things yo*:Aidn4t do that you sbduld

*ave. _

2. Liát ,three or fOnikey 4 ir
'from these case.,atudieli.

Can be incorporated_ intO.yoniqkan6t1 Vtyi.

Important Features of School Community

Principal 'sincere but abrasive.

rthpatient.

Gives orders.
-

Open classroom teachers -- 3 Of them want a

transfer. Feel lack of support.:'

I Read,ing specialist a roadblock. Promoted

to zet her out of c ssroom. _Feels threatened
by us.

I Longtime teachers at school. Remember when
it was4b.11white. .Talk about good old day's.

PTA -- weak leadership,.but couldh't find any
othbr active parents.

I District'superintendent -- supports our wotk

but wants to avoid controversy.

,

(continued on next page)
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Things We Did That Went *ell

, Individual interviews tipped us

:teacher/principal conflicts

off to:

isolation of open,classroom group

previous parent training that was a flop

Interviews allayed.fears.

Good initial tie with principal. She

with us about her insecurity.
leveled

In problem identification workshop, we came
off as professionals, despite some mistakes.

Specific agreementsreacherd were good; not
because of specifics, biA because ti-v set a

--tone. , 1

.2

i
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Things That Caused Trouble

,Naive in thinking problems we identified
privately in interviews would be stated%
publicly by-teachers in workshop.

,11 Tried to pack too much into workshop. It

started late -- was left up,in the air. Just

need more time somehow.

Parents' sesiion superficial, Couldn't

PTA leaders to follow rough.

Principal didn't attend teacher workshop.'
Should have been clear that she can't back out
like that.

Things We ShVuld Have Done

II Take more time to find interested parent's.
Expand beyond PTA.

Somehow schedule teacher workshop for a
minfmum of twNiers.

Reach understanding with principal about her
role lb the workshop.



Building. Credibility and Trust
Advisors must prove to clients that they can
be'bot.h trusted and helpful. If yoy fail to

establish this trust and credibility, you
will either be rejected or your relationship'
with clients will bR superficial.

,

Advisors who are good at building relation-
ships use a varietyof methods to establish
credibility and trust. Recommendations from
people who are respected by clients and also
are familiar with your work are especially
helpful.

Some advisors eraphasize common traits and
interests that they share with the client.
Potential clients we studied, fax example,
identified nith advisors becatsethe advisors
were politidally committed black parents, or
experienctd administrators who had preViously
headed a school, or former teachers who knew
what it was Like to teach in a large urban
school system

Good advisors informally communicate facts
about their experience that emphasize what
they have in commodwith clients. ("I taught

at a school like this one on the West Side."
"My son had the same kind of problem in

fourth grade.")

AdVisors"tan also increase their credibility ,

by demonstrating that their approach is well
thought out and compr'ehensive, not a seat-of-

the-pants operation. One principal-commented
that /I/D/E/APs plan for individualized

dt

learning "is what I always wanted to do;.
these people have just put it all fogether so

beautifully.":

Another technique for building credibility is
to help clients solve some specific concrete
problems about which they are immediately ,

concerned. One assistance group cemented,

their relationship with teachers by helping
\ hem plan a meeting with parents that the

eachers were very anxious about.

Finally, it is important to establish that
you have a genuine'commitment to helping this

particular client group -- as opposed to,some

hidden agenda. You may simultaneously be
kinyolved in preparing curriculuth thaterials

for generar use, doing.research, or building
-

a Wider political 'coalition. These activi-
ties will quiclay raise suspitions that you
are nat primarily interested in helping a
specific' group of potential clients, but that
you are aut to "rip them off" in some way.
Often, school staffs or parent groups have
had previous negative experiences with people
who said they heit come to help. You have to
overcome their slispicion and establish your
sincerity and commitment. "

Look at Yourself7 How Do
. YouBuild Credibility and Trust?

This exercise helps'you compare your past
efforts to build credibility and trust in
relationships with clients with the methods

we found effective.
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.1. Reflect on your group's past efforts to build
credibilit); and trust with,clients. In

thinking about this issue, review the case
studies of Your past efforts to build rela
tionships from the exercise on page 113.

2. Consider how you have previously uied each-
of the methods.for building-dredibility and

SUGGESTIONS FOR BUILDING *
CREDIBILITY AND TRUST

HQW YOU'VE DONE
IT IN THE PAST

trust that We've found effective and tiow you

'might use t4pm in the future. Then oct your
oWn. Fill In the chart below.

3. Choose one or.two promising suggestions and
make specific plans for incorporating them
intO your work( #

4

HOW YOU MIGHT DO'
IT IN THE FUTURE

Recommendations from
, people the client trusts

Personal identifi
cation between client
and advisor

Demonstrating that
:your approach is
comprennsive

CARLA LroT -Vv1/4/0 o 1 H E.R VC( INL1

CONTACT (DR Mai.OVERN AT NJEST

SCHOOL.

a .

AUOSORS 61RSS EXPE.R(ENC.G. AS

TEACHERS

Too/NI

6u0 InliTIAL. WORKSHOPS ARE 'wEt.i.

.1:veLOPIED At.lD vveLL KGC.604ED

GrVg C-100o IMPRESSIOI\i.
.44

-NA' 1U API,RoACI-4 w(51EpiA1 LALL',"

_Vs/ TH EACI-1 NEW 00L

I,

ALSO BRiJ ftJ irvISORS'
ExPER ENCE S AS PARENT S

4,

I MPROVE OU R WRI TTEN MATERIALS TO .4

PPoRT WORKSHOP pRES6 TAT-1 0 tI

6..

Helping the client
solve specific
concrete problems

)'roving that your
primary commitment is
to helping the.client,

. not to ach1:eving some

. hidden agenda
'1-- - --

Other

a
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Nature'and LimitS of Help
Effective aslistance groups consistently.clarify
the nature of the group's strategy, fhe yalues
on which it is based, the role of thesJ.visor,
and th limis on the nature and theiathount of
asOstance available.

Ineffective assistaA groups are Nague about
these matters, over-commit themselvs, and
create unrealistic expectations about what they
can deliver. They do so either because Cheir,
underlying strategy is unclear or because they
are reluctant to confront clients and set.limits.
Furthers ineffective groups who do?not clarify
where they standiat the heginning find themselves
"manipulating!' c4ients in light of unstated
values! Better to get your own biases and
"limit)out on the table early, so that clients

can make a conscious decisi,pn about whether or
not they want_tywOrk with_your group. ,

An effective proces's for clarifying such issues
can be seen, for.eXample, in /I/D/E/A/'s intro-
ductory workshops, in which ,a school staff is
helped to .define its own geals and match them
With /I/D/E/A/'s proposed thange precess. In

--this-virkblicrp,--schris,ovs also tnrify vhatkcitind
of help they can provide and how much time can
be made availabl,pto that,particular sOool.

Agreements on
Mutual Responsibilities
While the assistance.group is explaining what it
can do, it is important that the client's

Jr

41

responsibilities be clarified. No effective
assistance strategy can be carried out if the 41
entire burden for success rests with the advi- .

sor. For example, Rural Educatiop Program would
help local communities carry oueneeds-assess-
ments of local school problems only if community
members agreed to do most of the data collectioy
and analysis.

In an effective relationship building process,
then, you and_the clients build set of mutual
commitments and'expectations. $ome,assistance
groups clarify these expectations through writ-
-ten agreementa anO-review-them-'peKiodi-cally-with
clients; some rely on less formal methods but
succeed in clarifying expectations through
repeated discuisions. Ideally, this clarifica-
t'ion process generates a feeling among clients
that they chose to work With you and made'some
sacrifices and commitments to do so -- not that
you have feverishly courted them.

Lc?ok at Yourself How po You 1,34.1ild
lAutual'Cornmilments with Clients?:.-
'pow do you puild clear mutual commitments with

lieuts?What pTablens atisa if Vt dP1OV- .

his exercise willhelp you draw some lessons
bott buiading clear understandings with clients
rom your pasl work.

19
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How Do You Build Lj

M4tual. Conunitmeilts with Cliehts?

keview,the cerse studied of your past efforts
to bUild relationships from the exercise on
page 113.

2. Ask the people who prePared ;them to respond

to .the following" questions;

a. In what waylAwere you successful and in
what ways utuccessful in clarifying the
nature and imits of the assistance that

you were' caPabe próviding?

b. Ii'what ways were you succysful and in
whatways unsuccessful in Obtaining
commitments from clients about their

c.

a.

At

responsibilities in the assistance
process?
How did strengths or weaknesses in
building these mutual commitments affect
your subsequent work?
In light of this experience,Athat ideas
do you have about how tO, create shared
understandIngtsof mutual ,cómmitments

betffeen- you and your clients?
A4

3. pidk one Rt. two lessons from your analysis
and make spdcific plans for ,incOrporating
them into your present work.

HARR(SON HIGN )cl2etz.114G4TAL PROGrfZAVI

SuCcessGS At4b FAILURGS in! CEARtFYINe- OUR

ASSISTAN1CG cAPA8ILIT(E.5

utIcLAR ovERALL, ESPECJAu-Y TNE TEA4.1-tERS

WHo SoiND ¶kE EXPERImGRTAL PROGRAM

IR THE FALL:

-MADE PKOMI5ES'To PRovIDE some HELP OuR

ADvIsoi4S INERERY REALLY TRAINED To PRoVIDE)

E.G, 4-IEDLJUtl(r.

EXZECTATIoN5 OF THEM-:.

/MAIN VERY WEAK . W MADG DEnitAtIDs

6Ace-ED DoWg:

MEY RsASsiaNgt> The exPelzimeNTAL

AtsID

-PRoGRAM DIRECToR.

THEY EiAvE HIS REPLACEME4T OT4-IER -DUTIES,

IRCL-UDII4G HALL DUTIES.

Po 114E- cofronumtri SuRvey As

FRomise-DI, So WE MD IT OURSELVES !I.

HOW DID IT Apeecr 5u6seQueNtv Woo: .

vve WeizQ ExPeCTED 'To Dovozyri-itsdc/-

IR OBLIGATIOtQS WERE UNCLEAR. l4"/E

WeRe scAt>upoaTs wNEN1-045 PRC(TRAM

KAR WT0 PROBLEMS,

WeAK, DIR.ECIOR AFTE-Z -714of RSPLACCD

-rt-le -PV FRomtse
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ConditiOns Do You Need to Be Effective?

Once again, review the case Study infor
mation you generated for the exercise on
.pige 113.

2. Below, list (a) some conditions that aie
essential.to your ability to be effective
.in helping a school community and (b) some
conditions that are desirable but not

coNDJTION FOR SUCCESS (ESSENTIAL: OR DESIRABLO'

t.IEED TO FIND TWO oR THREE KEY PARUTJTS V4T4

POTENITiAL...FOK 1.-EAC)E1?..9-VP, (ES%NTIAL)

essential. Be concrete. Specify what you
expect people to do, whenever appropriate:

3. Indicate_how you would judge whether each of
these conditions was present in a school
cdmmunity you were investigating to decide
whether to work there longterm.

HOW 'YOU WOU1D CHECK IT OUT?

trTTEZ./(aWS VVM-k MANY PARENTS -- AT

HOME-, OUTSIDE. TUE Z-400L.

" TEST/ THEM g`e &NMI& Tt-te..M A spe9F-tc...

¶se To GARRY, our.

010 -ro RECeIVINI-- HELP. IF Det-l(c4ATI) JUD4E fROM Col4VERSA11OMS. Do Me(

Ti64-rr LEADeRsHip 4-RodP NOT OPEW CONSWER OUR sUr-*EsTionls seR(ousLY?

TO 1,..EAR.11.1I4Ca-i IT WON'T WORK. (ESSEt-ITIAL.) Naotyrive 1/1131C4TOR. IS LGADERS

cz)mtAirmaIT -ro Tr-AIM! er WOR.K.SHOP

TWO HOURS A WEEK. FoK FIVE WEEKS.

(ESS5NTIAL-.)

1RY To KEEP US FROM MEETIgGr Th
114E1R. GROUF?

e)(171.AI4 uJ DETAIt... PART PF oue laRtr1si4

. te&eivie.MT.
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Ptoviding Assistance
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Nvisors who bater formed the Center for
New Schools acted as catalysts in

establishing Metro High School as part ofethe

Chicago public schools. Metro High is an
ex,perimental school that-combines conven
tional high school courses with learning
experienLes developed with Chicago's
businesses, cultural institutions, and

community organizations. Metro students (a
cross section of Chicago'sjodrig people) have
been taught marine biology at the Shedd
Aquarium and improvisational acting at The
Second City theater.

The advisors developed the original plan
the school and organized a coalition of
business people to support the idea.' They
convinced the superintendent of schools t
set up the school. They helped selec
original principal and teachers, who devel
oped a strong sense of ownership of the
program. The advisors assisted the staff
during the first two years of operation; they
taught classes intended as models, for the use

of.community resources, advised teachers
about their own teaching, participated in
staff planning sessions, and held formal%
workshops for school staff and for the staffs

of cooperating organi-zations.

Metro has been one of the few stable inte
grated high schools in Chicago. At one point

10000 stUdents were on its' waiting li,s4 for

admission. Independent assessments document

that, it has offered a distinctive educational
program consistent with the advisors' initial

plan. In a study of the school's first two
years, reading achievement of the _Metro

student body was significantly gre(ater than
the achievement of a comparable group of
students attending conventionaa high schools.

The school
achievemen
is signifi

s faced many problems, but the
of the original group of advisoiw

ant.

Similarly, AFRAM's assistance to parents in
Flint, Michigan, proddced several significant

changes. ARAM assisted active parents in
two Flint elementary schools, who were
involved in the federal FollowThrough
progrhm, to focus their energies to achieve a
series of tangible reforms. Through parent
workshops and strategy meetings, AFRAN
advisors helped the parents build confidence
and develop specific plans. Over three

yeark, the national staff trained a parent
from Flint to take'on the key advisory role,

and he was effective in continuing the
development of local parent leadership that
got things done.

Among the parents' tangible accomplishments:
Parents actively screened and selected
teachets for the FollowThrough program and
decided how funds would Ipe allocated.
Parents customarily camelto the school
without a special reason for ballg there, and
eventually their presence ceased, to arouse

204
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fears among teachers. One school changed its
image completely: what had been considered
one of the city's worst became a school that..
parents wanted their children to attend. ,And
parents established their own nonprofit
organization that has won federal grants to
operate social service programs in Flint.

Increasingly, teachers participated in
AFRAM's formal training sessions. One

teacher remarked that "more teachers and
students here know Preston Wilcox [the AFRAM
advisor] than know the superintendent of
schools."

In these two instances, all the sections and
ieces of the assistance uzzle fit toAether,

and the help from advisors resulted in
tangible and basic reforms consistent with
each group's school improvement strategy.
Providing this kind of effective assistance
is, of course, th'e payoff -- the reason you
,struggle with the problems of hustling for
money, training advisors, arguing about
strategy, building relationships with
clients, and all the rest.

Rate yourself on the tasks we found critical
in providing assistance well.

203
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blending The assistance grpup blends fiVe

five kmethods in prov,iding help: struc-

assistance \tured workshops, over-the-shoulder
.method advice, teaching by example, provid-

ing written or.audio-visual
materials, and networking. (#6-1)

doing things
for

client§

blending
process

skills with
substance

concrete
help

critical
mass
among

clients

Advisors almos.t'never do things
'!for" clienti and without the
clients' involvement. (#6-2)

not at all
yod do

It exactly
:3-'what you do

Advisors use and teach group procalks
methods in helping clients, but
blend them,into an effort to commu-
nicate,substantive information and
skills. (#6-3)

The assistance group giVes concrete
help on immediate problems facing_
clients. (#6-4)

The assistance group develops a
critical mass Of support and-
involvement among clients, so that

,its efforts lead to reforms in human
systems, not merely changes in
isolated indiliiduals. (#6-5)

'AdvisoJhelp Clients build a broad
network of support among those who
have a stake in how a local school
functions. (#6-6)

-3 2

broad
network

of

support

-3 2



encouraging
5 independent

action

emphasizing
skill

development

brpadening
client group
leadership

client

mapping
skil1q

cycle of
analysis

and action-

clients
become

trainers

making
clients

conscious
of progress

building
a vision

.126

Advisors consistently press
clients to take independent actidn.

(#6-7)

Advisor's strongly emphasize skill
'development in work with.clients.

(#6-8)

Advisors strive to broaden 'the

leadership base in client groups.,

(#6-9)

Advisors build client 4.kills for
"mapping" theitifowp school communi-

ties. (#6-10)

Advisors help clients develop a
regular cYcle of analys.is and

action: (#6-11)

not at all
what you d

*WO.

,

.--\c) exactly
what you do

-3 +1 0'2 +3

-3 -2 , -1 +1 +2 4-3

-3 °-2 +1 +2

-3 -2 1 +1 +3

-3 -2 1 +1 +2 +3

Advisor help clients become
trainers for others. .

(#6-12)

Advisors make clients consciqus that
they are acquiring new skials and
making progress toward desired
goals. (#6-13)

Advisors help clients develop a
vision aboUt how the schools cac be
improved, which clients come to
understand and identify with emo-

tionally. (#6-14)

209



internal-
izing a

standard

part of a.

movement

emotional

break-
through

collabora-
tion among

clienl
groups

long-term
advisory

help

Advisors help clients internalize a
standard for carrying out the assis-
tance group's approach to school

improvement effect,ively. (#6-15)

Advisors encourage clients to see
themselves as part of a larger edu-
cational dr'social movement. (#6-16)

7

Advisors develop methods and capi-
talize on opportunities to "br ak
through" with ciieRts on an o-

tional level. (#6-17)

Advisors help various client groups
develop a network among themselves
through which they can collaborate
and support each other. (#6-18)

t

Advisors develop mechanisms for
insuring long-te m advisory help for

clients. (#6-19 t,.

For Dicussion
,

:AY did individuals tate the, group as t1ley did

on sPecific tasks?

IN Do you Agree that th e particular tasks_are
.critical to your effect veness,-or do you
think that our obaerv ians are misguided or'-*

inappropriate fbr you?.

not.at all

what you do

exactly
what you do

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

-3 -2 -1 +2 +3

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

Identify critical tasks that are both important
to yoti and on which you are doing a good:iob.
What factors account for your effectiveness'?

Identify critical tasks that are'both important
. to you and on Which you are doing a poor job.
:What factors account fot your ptoblems and how
cduld you perform these tasks more'effectively?



MORE ABOUT SET 1t1CTED CRITICAI TASKS

BT FINDING FIVE
ASSISTANCE METHODS
Effective assistance groups blend five
methods for wprking with'clients. Each has
its characteristic strengths and weaknesses.

First, advisors sometimes lead structured
workshops. For example, when teachers
expressed an interest in learning to make
games to aid math instruction, Center for New
Schools advisors led a workshop to show them
how. Structured workshops are efficient ways
to teach, and well-planned workshops can be
very involving. One disadvantage they have
iS'that they are hard to squeeze into the
teachers' day.

Second, advisors provide over-the-shoulder
assistance. Creative Teaching Workshop
advisors often observed teachers in the
classroom, for example, and then offered
observations about hOw teachers worked with
students. United Bronx Parents took part in
a planning session with a group of parents to
prepare for a meeting with their district
superintendent of schools and offered advice
about what pai'rents should ask, him.

This direct approach to assistance makes the
advisor's suggestions immediately relevant to
client problems and can increase the
advisor's credibility. However, over-the-
shoulder advice is time consuming. And .
clients will not automatically generalize it

beyond the immediate situation.

21

Third, advisors can model desirable skills by
using these skills themselves. One adVisor,
for instance, 'role-played effective counsel-
ing techniques as.part of a workshop. Anriother
showed parents how .to,keep educators from
dominating.a meeting by.asking a school'prin-
cipal a series of challenging questions.
Modeling vividly illustrates skills for
clients. One disadvantage iS that modeling
often places the'advisor in a very active °

role and may result in clients taking a bacic
seat..

Fourth, advisors can provide written or
audio-visual materials in the course of
Assisting clients.° As we discussed earlier
(see page 93), concise handouts, handbooks,
and the like can be given to clients in
response to an immediate Reed for.informa-
tion. United Bronx Parents gave parents a
one-page explanation of student rights in
chool suspensions when th;S, helped families
in suspension hearings.

Written and audio-visual materials can
present information vividly and efficiently;
they can also be boring and overwhelming if
used inappropriately.

Fifth, advisors can help their clients learn
from each other by bringing them together to
.share inforTation and provide each other with

4emotional support. This process is often
called networking. AFRAM brought families

-together from all over the Country at an

4



apnual Family Conference designed to achieve
this sharing.

Of course, networking is expensive in time
and money; it is often hard to get parents or
teachers to participate in such sharing
experiences outside their own s;chool or

' community when they see so many immediate
problems "at home" that need attention.
/I/D/E/A/ tried o create a mutually suppor
tive network of schools committed to IGE in a
metropolitan area, but often had difficulty
getting busy teachers and principals to
commit the needed time.

A blend of as.sistance methods is vital
because, as we've tried to illustrate, each
method has strengths and weaknesses and

these strengths,And weaknesses often comple
ment each other. If you are using just one
or two of these five methods, you are seri
ously limiting your potential.

A Sixth method'is frequently used by ineffec
tive advisors, hut it has few strengths and
many weaknesses:- doing things for your

. .

clients. For example, a teacher advisor who
was anxious to encourage teachers to teach
science more creatively came into classrooms
and helped students stock aquariums. But

teachers had no role in developing this
lesson, so the Aquariums generally sat unused
after the advispr left. The yaterjurned
green, and the fish died. We found that
doing things for clients without their

involVement creates either indifference or
dependency. We recommend that you avoid it
whenever you can.

Look at Yotirself
What Assistance Methods Do You Use?
How do you use the five productive assistance
methods we've )ust described? Could' you use

some of them more and strengthen your assis
tance efforts? Do you often do things "for"
clients? Part 1 of the exercise allmas you
to take stock of'your present methods. Part

2 will help you consider new possibilities.

210
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e? Paxt 1

r Tlk 4bou,t your, owp as,sistance wprk. For
,each, of the-sit assistance methods listed
below) deactiVO -Wye- ways ..that you use them

in yenr vo1. libta.specific examplea.

4 ,

a. Structured workshops I-NE FEW

TiztED 714($ SeENIET) -10 "T"URNI PAR.:NITS

OFF Too FOR}1L.7
II"

.pb. Over-the-shoulder assistance Oci R

tvIETI-to BUT SoL4ETI NIES LEADS ) TO 16r)

uc44 OF DuriCT -TH 5 FOR. ct_l

c. Modeling ACIAINI, 1-tARD TO DRAW THE LANE

BETWEEN TI-1), AND AcTUAL_LY Dolt)* 7)4 1W-1-c,.

FOR c..4,4 ENTs BecASE rc'S LCKER . TEA NI lS

BEST 6T Di FFRETLTIATINfr:

2. For each method, note whether you.use it
frequently, octasionally, or sel4om. Why is
this so?

d. Providing materials VJE: HAVE CiCOb mATEZiAl.

mEET-LtVi- ots1 SoMF

S-ruDITS: K H1JNkE (sEX

-1o.FiN1D ,11)7rtaQ_RE

7

e. Networking I-L61- P,ECTNNit-ArT TO TRY THIS, MTH

CiTY- tn/(1).E ONE-DA\( Pk\t,.1T- fria-ris FR6M ALL

"c-i-IC)Ols 1,VE'VP_ WORK.e.b WU-1-4, PLANIND r

APRIL (?) IP WE cls-r FLININNIcr

f. Doing things "for" clients utIFICULT TO

AVOID 1111S CSKLIALlY I¼J FARA(

PARENT5_4E LIC_TAT st, DEAL WM-I

OF-FiclAus .F:45E.L_VE.S



What Assistance Methods Do You Use? Part 2

1. Stretch your mind. .Brainstort a list of new

ways you might ude the first five methods we
listed in Part 1.

Also 'Dtainstorm a lisL of wayVto minimize
doing things, for clients without

New Ways to Use...

a. Structured workshops FETHINK WORK...-10PS

A\, t Irl-rt miDATI PA?_eNi-rs AtID CoN

CENTRATe ON SKU,LS MAT Ti4EY LACK &I-lIC-1-4

MAKE THEI,11 Too DePENDENT 014 1.15.

their involvement.

3. Choose one or two of the.most promisin'g

ideas. Develop specific plans for.aotually:
incorporating them into youelyorlt.'

-
d. t'royiding mate'iials vEPot MATEIZIALS

GtI 6) SPECAL EDUcATICl/J J.SUES (14AYU_3 oR 4 oF

OuES1LDNIN6- 1,04NloSIS HOW To evALUATE

1-1tS71oRYi COLE Al41) mmtsicoAcERAS OF -TEN,HERS tin1tot.1

Networking FOLLeW -NROUij4 ot4 cor4EFR'erice

b. Oyer-the-shoulder assistance CoNITIPAUE rtiYviDEIComtv(ITTEE NEWSLETT-FR

11-4(S BUT tylE,K-E CLEARER AT START TUAT

TI-LEY y1 TAKE' I NIT! AT1VP: AN1D Lk_

PF'OR-1-:

C. Modeling As< JEAN( -ro L0 Woz<ct-top

cii.1 T1JL FCI? 5TArE ?

Ways Lb Minimize...

f.` Doing things "for" clients MAYBE Do A

ROLE- PLAYIL,1&- ln/bIiKS(-40E> 1b FU(LA PARGN/ SKILLS

ANID CoNIFIDEN(C.E" YIS-A-VIS EDUCATORS SI-i0L1LA

4t- E Egg( Y EPC4-1 RE"J_ATiONIS(-It P
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ITPVIEWPINCI'A
CRITICAL MASS OF SUPPORT
We have already discussed the importance of
aiming for changes in the human systems
within the school community: changes in the

usual way that teachers do their jobs,
changes in the way parents are treated when
they come into the school, systematic changes

in the way children are tracked or disci-

d by school staff.

To accomplish these human system changes,
advisors relate quite differently to their
primary clienta and to other key members of
the school community who are important to
bringing about changes and making them last.

Primary Clients
-

An effective assistance organization identi-

fies one or two Rroups of clients within the
school community that they commit themselves

to help. These are the people that the
advisop see as most critical to the Process

of improving schools.

For example, United Bronx Parents advisbrs

repeatedly emphasized that they were "parents

helping parents," and that they didn't Want

to slip into an ambiguous role as a.mediator

betweenparents and educators. Creative
Teaching Workshop initially saw their primary
client group as teachers, andlater as com-

bination of teachers and school administrators.

At)

Ineffective advisors often think they have
succeeded when they see reforms made by a fei

isolated\individuals. Effective advisors
constantlr keep in mind that they arf trying

to build broad enough base of support
within pri ary client groups so that the
characteri tics of the human systemichange,
and that t ese changes endure. One advisor

from Creati e Teaching Workshop expressed the
idea this w y:

14;ln a typi al school you will find the
teachers d'O.ded into a number of cate-

gories. Ab ut 5% of them will be very

enthusiasti about experiential learning,

about 10%-Vi lently opposed, and,thelate
mass of teac ers will be initially indif-,

ferent. The trick in being a successful
advisor is to move beyondthe small core
of committed tachers and, involve those
who are indiff rent to your ideas and,
quite often, a e indifferent to teaching

as a profession

Effective advisor work to build a critical

mass of support in,their primary client group
by consistently reaching out to more people

and by avoiding actions that will tie them to

a select few, If someone in the client group
has picked up special know/edge in one area
(say understanding the school district
budget), an effective advisor il press the

II expert" to share that knowledge nd skill

with other group members:

2 4.0
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Other Key People Who
Have a Stake in the School
While you build.support in your primary
client groups, it is essential that you also
take into account all the other groups and
individuas_who_have a stake in how the local
SZ"hOOl'Iunctions. Failure to do so carries
high costs.

In one project, Center for New Schools
advisors suffered.because of tunnel vision.
They spent a great deal of time working, witp
the teachers in a local high school to '

tr.evelop amodel program that they hoped would
be incorporated into a'new school that was
being constructed. However, the CNS strategy
ignored the people in the downtown office who
were planning the new school. All.the time
CINS's model program was experimenting with
new ideas, the downtown planning group was
going ahead as if this model .program did not
exist. The advisors never clarified how the
model program was going to influence this
planning process. In fact it was completely

ignored. '

Effective advisors don't make this error.
They analyze the many grodps and individuals
that affect the school community -- parents,
children, teachers, local business people,
central office school administrators, local
politicians, state education officials,
federal agencies. And they help their
clients build a network of support fon
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desired changes among these diverse groupp.
If they are teacher advisors, they help
clients gain support for their school
improvement efforts from key school district
administrators. And they, don't rely on a

formal organization chart to determine whose
permission is crucial; they help clients
become familiar with the informal politics of
the school'district. Nor do they assume that
the people who need to be won over are going'
to become enthusiastic boosters of their '

work; they are satisfied to appeal to to

people's self-interest.

One teacher advisory groUp prolited aSsis-
tance to teachers that was univSrsally
praised in local schools. But when their .

foundation grant ran out, the school superin-
tendent ignored the advisors' request that
their funding be picked ..1.1L.p. by the district.

The advisors simply hadn devoted any atten-
tion to building a network of support in the
school district's central office that.would
insure their pro ram's survival.'

The care needed to build a network of support
is illustrated by the steps that one' princi-,
pal tooki,o se't up an individualized instruc-
tion prgram in a conservative and suspicious
community. During the program's'first year,
he taught an intermediate class and his
iprogram coordinator taught a primary class,
ilusing the individualizeU approach. To do
this he concentrated on his teaching during
the day and did his administrative work at



night. In addition to teaching, he launched

an extensive effort to inform big teachers

and the:community about the new approach. He

held monthly inservice meetings with his
teachers and encouraged them to observe the

demonstration classes. He brought school
boarsi members to-the cicises to show them
that,the children were learning and that
"there was no chaos." He gpoke extensively
to parent and cmnmunity groups, shoWing slides
of his demonstration classroom.

Even advisors who do excellent work with
_their primary client group but fail to build
a blpader network of support usually' don't

suceeed in the-long run.
*it

LoOli at Yourself Are You
Buildinga Broad Base of Support?
We ',have already included several exercises
deqigned to belp'you analyze the school
community as a human system and to thinli
ab0ut how you can build a resource network to"
support your work. These appear on pages'31,

87, and 69. We recommen&that you review
these exercises-to see how effective you are
,in building a critical mass.of support, both
among your primary clients and among the .

broader constellation of people who have a
stake in the school.,

,

ENCOURAGING INITIATIVE
AND SHILL DEVEL01,92pENT
A constant concern'of experienced assistance
groups,is the desire to provide assistance in
such a way that they entourage independept
initiative and discOurage dependency..

Encouraging Independent Action
From Ihe beginning, as we mentioned earlier
(pages 117 and 116), you have .to build clear,

client responsibilities into your agreement
to provide help. You have to emphasize that
your Capacity is limited -- that clients must
do most things' for themselves. This some,
times involves confrontations-with-client
in which you'refuse to do.things Ihat./ou
belieme clients can do for themselves. A

parent advisor for AFRAM described how this
tension grew up in one midwestern City:

411At first, Mrs. Latham, the,new head of the
parents' group, would come to me and say,
'I gave a problem, and I can't deal with'

it. You'ee supposed to tell me what to do.
What kind of a ?onsultant are you?' And I
would usually say, 'You have to'decide
yourself'what to do.' She used to hate.me,

And sa laz and wouldn't help her

out. Now sh t was part of her

development'a a leader to make her own

decisions.",
7"



Emphasizing Skill Development
Encouraging independence means building client
skills. Advisors teach principals how to run a
meeting to get teachers involved. They help
teachers master the skills-needed to diagnose a
child's reading problVars or to keep several
groups of children working on different projects
at the same time. They teach parents how to
observe in the classrooM, interview the princi-
pal and get down to the facts, carry out a
house-to-house parent survey.

Effective advisors have quite consciously
analyzed the skills that their clients need to
improve the schools. Effective advisors are
always talking about how these skill's can be
taught, formally or informaLlt.----Ineffective-

advisors don't focus on this skill-building
question. They drift into doing things for
their clients, leaving them with no'new skills.

Some skills you *ant to teach will be specific
to your own school improvement strategy. But we
have found others that seem important for any
client group seeking to bring about changes in
its local schools.

Client Mapping Skills
Clients need to learn skills for mapping the
local dchool community and the agencies that
affect it, just as advisors do. For example,
AFRAM trained parents to understand the set-up
of their local school system and the place of
the Follow-Through program within its adminis-
trative structure.

of Analysis and Action
Clients, also need to learn to carry out the
cycle of analysis and action that is such,an
intportantt element in an assistance group's own

effectiveness. For example, /I/D/E/A/ helped
teachers master a process for diagnosing a
student's learning level And style, designing an
appropriate learning experience, carrying it
out, and then assessing the results.

Clients Become Trainers
,

Another important skill for clients to master is
to introduce others to the.j.sistance group's
ideas -- to train others n turn to becothe open
classroom teacbers, pare4t activists, or meeting
-facilitators. In -Flint, i-chisan,-for-imata=e,
several of the parents bec me as adept at parent
training as AFRAM's original national consultants.

Training one's peers not only increases the num-
ber o involved clients; it also makes an.experi-
enced parent or teacher more sharply aware of,the
change process developed by the assistance group,
and fdrther inCreases the trLilner's commitment.

Look at Yourself -. How Much Do
You Enc9arage Skill Development
and In endent Initiative?
How consciously do you focus on increasing your
clients' skills and independence? This exercise
asks you to reflect on what skills you are trying
to teach and the pressures involved in that effort.



flObut e-B1011
vOppxnent wig independexitInitiative?

A. Brainstorm a list of the' Skills _that you are

ftrying,..to help.,ybur ,clients acquire.. Then
review the list and indicate threOr four
or the* that you,fdiel. are most .itaportant.

kább the Ways, 'by formarind-informal'
,

means,. that-you try to help clients acqtire
these skills. Are there wdYs that you could
putrmore emphasis on them?,

SKILLS YOU WANT TO TEACH HOW YOU TEACH THEM

1, P1.1 NCI PAL cAni

DGLEGATE oU1ThiE

APMtt4 15-fRA1-NE

TASKS TO cril-tERS.

-
2.. PRANCtrAL. GAN.

PROVIDE CoNSTRuC.-

Tiv CRITCC(5k TO

TEAO-IERS, AtioUT

TNetR.., INISTRUC-

TcoNAL., 5TRA1-cxY

IN R,GADuler

3. Identify some touchy situatiOns in your past
assistance work in which your desire to,.,
teach skills or encourage Independence has
run into resistance from your clients., .

a. How did you handle these conflicts'at
the time?
How would
you faced

you handle them differently if
them again?

I. -PRtNICAPAL-VIAINITAI NIS LO oF HOW 1.4E.is sP Nps

ASSESSES LO4 I N1D1 vI DUALLY ft&I b PREPARES " G ,ATION PLAN."

FRI NIO FAL t5MUSSIon1 GROUP HEARS REPoR o LOG ANALYSIS

&R.OUP ExPERTts E MO PEER PREsSURE- y ORK.

INIDIVIDUAL ,ADVISORS wrri-1 PRitqc1-417- AT SCk-looLs,

REVtavy 11-1E(Ft PLAN't vvim -n-iem AND CopmENT

I4OvN,/ IT IS BEIN6r CARRIED OUT.

Pg.tnIciPAL DRVLops PeRsor1AL FLPA FOR AssURANCT-
,

C-ONTtNUITY i4 EADAnier INSTKUCnotI FRoM C.L.A5.5RooN1

TO .t.-.465SROOlvt.

PRiNIC.IPAL OBSeRNES ViDO7AP NG PKEPAREI5 OP

T-E AC-I-GR. STAFF Devet_oPfriEskr WoRKSH OPS.

,

oa,
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BUILDiNg A STRONG
COIVIMITIVIENTTO A VISION
Good assistance is ndt just teaching new
skilIS and knowledge. The most significant
changes we observed took place when advisors
also helped clients embrace a different
vision of what school% could beand how theY
could make that vision a reality.

%Advisors from Creative Teaching Workshop
brought about the greatest change in a school
if the principal and a core group of teachers
developed a strong commitment to CTW's basic .

ideas about how children. learn.

AFRAM used potent moral arguments about the
umportance of parents protecting their chil
dren to break down the notion that only
professiOnals know what's best and to get
parents to see their own responsibilities
toward scfiools in a new way: '

411Parents are the first teachers. Parents
shave a vested interest in the entire future
of tbeir children and,not just untilthe
current semester ends:. Most educators use
the dildrem as a weapon fo control
parental actions. Fducators do not really
view themselves as a guardian of children,
but.rather as guardians of the schools.

to

Emotional Breaktlyollgh
Many advisors described for us some crucial
points at which-they broke through with

clients on an emotional level and deepened
clients' commitment to the assistance group's
vision of what education could be. /I/D/E/A/
trained its prospective local advisors
through a twoweek experience that included
direct work with children. "At the end of

bra) weeks," an /I/D/E/A/ staff meMber
told us, "everyone is-usually in tears. Most
people say it is one of the most significant
experiences of their lives.,"

Creative Teaching Workshop believed that one
key way to break through with educators was
to encourage tfiem to let down their defenses
and experiment with balance beams, paint, and
clay. One advisor describes the changes in a
group of New York City school principals when
the priacipals stopped discussing administra
tive problems around a table and, reluctapt

, ly, moved to the art workshop in the teachers'
center:

iJ,

114t was critical when we got them out of

lefieir coats and ties. When we got them to
the potters' wheel. When their dirty hands

,werer touching mine on the wheel, I felt I
had really made contact with them for the
first time.,"

Internalizing a Standard
\\?.

The emotional connection,that clients make
with an assistance group's ideas is revealed
'when clients ,internalize a standard for what

it means to carry out the group's approach
effectively. In schools where Individually

22.
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Guided Education was being seriously carried,
out, for example, we frequently.heard
teachers ask,,"Am I, a good IGE teacher?"

Among parents. who ,inr%P ...bglpe(114,13,y AFRAM, we

. heard parents wonder "What woulePtes6on
.

in this situatiofir

Part of a Movement
.Strengtheningtphe emotioWal bond. between
clients and an effective assistance group Is

' the feeling that clients are part-of a larger
,social movement that .they are not alone.
.iI4WE/41-bui4t-t-h4;s-group feeling in several

ways: they encouraged shariug among local
leagues of IGE schools, and held regional and
national conferences for educators committed
to IGE. AFRAN created this spirit by encour-
aging national political.action on the part,
of Aients and by holding its annual Family
Conference. ,About the Family Conference,. ,

AFRAN's Preston Wilcox remarked:

ClAt first we filled up the sonferences with ,

a lot of wotkshops, but we 'found that the
most.important parts came whe,n people just
got together and talked informally and
reaffirmed the love that they had Eor each
other.99

2 26

Look at Yourself
How Do People Develop a Commitment
to Your Vision of Better Schools?
How can you develop a.strong commitment among
your clients to your vision of how the
schools can be improved? This exercise lps

you look at your past experience CO sug st

some ideas.

22-J



HOT spRiplell)etyd.Op a gOm.mitment to
Yow1Vtip:0f Better 801ools?

4. Ask individuaV.advisors to..list and' briefly
describe some Apecific events through which
clients were drawn closer to your group's

ideaa about- improving the echools,.

2. Of course, one cannot simply manufacture
such situations, through deliberate planning.
But are, there some Jessons_ or limplicationi. - -

for your work that you can draw from these-'

past experiencea? .
. .

%-
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WHAT HAPPENED?
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e asked the founder of.one assistance
IV group how fund raising had affected the
development of her organization:

Well, I've thought about this a lot and I
would say in at least three big ways.

"First, it drains away the time of the'
leadership. I had hoped to work directly
in the schools and to supervise our teactl,er

advisors closely, but I found that the
process of'raising funds kept pulling me
away. We concluded early that almost all
our money came to us from people in founda
tions and the goliernment that we cultivated
personally; we've never gotten a penny by
just submitting a proposal blind. So this
means finding out who knows who, going to
meet people,_sizing them up. Then there is
the time fot/writing proposals, usually on
short notice. My staff is always angry
because I keep disappearing to raise money.

"Second, there are the ups and downs in
staffing. We started with four people on
our first grant from the state. Then we
got a big federal contract and all of a
sudden we had to hire ten new staff members
by yesterday and set up, two branch offices.
Now, with the contract almost aver, people
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are anxious about their jobs. The question s
for many has become, 'How can we maintain a
staff of thirteen,' and I'm afraid we're
losing sight of our Crigyal, purpose. We

may drop back to three now. It's either
Yeast or famine.

'Third,'fashions change among fundérs.
None of them wants to face the need for our
groups to work with the same schools for
five years. We have to come up with a new
wrinkle to appeal to funders. We either
have to changp our focus -- from working
with teachers, for instance, to working
with principals -- of we have to promise to
reach twice as many teachers in half the
time.",

These are typical frustrations in raising
funds for an assistanCe group. It takes five
to seven years to develop and test a compre
hensive school improvement strategy.
Sustained funding for this lcmg is very
difficult ko obtain.

But some groups are substantially,Anore
successful in.fund rallsing than others. Rate
yourself on the critical tasks that go into
effective fund raising,



regular

emphasis

diversify
sources

writing
skills

adjusting
to

funder
priorities

realistic
commitments

pressing for
long-term
funding

using
nattrral-

bench marks

The assistance group devotes regular

energy to znalyzing possibilities
for funding and to cultivating
relationships with fUnders. (#7-1)

The assisiance group works persis-
tently to diversify its funding
sources. (#7-2)

The assistance group (Mvelops tech-
nical skills in writing proposals
and reports for funders. (#7-3)

The assistance group convinces
funders that their assistance work
merits support in light of Ole
funders',goals and priorities, while
maintaining the basic thrust of the
assistance group's program. (#7-4)

The assistance group prepares
realistic plans and,timetables in
applying for funds. They seek funds
proportional to the projects they
agree tOundertake, or renegotiate
commitments to bring,them in line

with available funds. (0-5)

The assistance group presses for

lOngtIterni rather than short-term

funding. (#7-6)

The assistlince group plans the ends
,of4fundingcyckes'to coin,wkde with -3

natural bench marks in the group's

work. (#7-7)

not at all
what you do

-3 -2. -1 +1

-3 -2. -1 +1

-3 -2 -1 +1

-3 -2 -1 +1

exactly
what you do

+2

+2

+2

+2



;-

qunders'
shifting

e*pectations

documenting
assistance

work

initiAl

funds tor
about three

years

funds for,an
additional

three years,

-

The assistance troup develcps
methods for dealing with funders'
changing expectations that minimize
demands on time and energy for the
assistance group staff. (0-8)

The assistance group documents its
work to establish what services they
have provided and what effects their

work has liAd. (#7-9)

The assistance group obtains suffi-
cient funds for about three years to
allow an initial period of strategy
development through direct work with

-clients. (#7-10)

not at all
what you do

-3

3

- 3

The assistance ifoqz obtAins funding
for an additional Ariob'tf about

, -3
three years to further refine its
strategy through assistance to
clients. (#7-11) ,

Arphy did3.nd1v34ua1s rate-,the-xrpup as they did

'403.t.3; 40kgi?.

A1 rIW,ytki44ree.'that,theW44,1cu1ar taska are-
.0itic4to:'00t,effectiveness4 .or do,yo

01#.1,5A1i4t Our'OhaeryW Are laisgaided. or

appropriate fer,you?

---exaqtly
what you do

-2 -1 +1 +2 +3

-2 -1 +1 +2 +3

-2 -1 +1 +2

-2 -1 +1 +2 +3

Identify critical tasks that both important _

:

0 Pau and on whia ryotvare
What lactoraiaccoup for your,effec4.0aneset

1

,

Identlly-critical, 481(6 that fvreHhoth.impOriant

t'o,you and On T447,0 you are 4o4t4
14hatactors A'c'eoli,nt tor y4ir prOhIdiii44,614-

ca0.4yo4,gariormAhese ta4kaalore-4k:4e41elyit
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*RE ABOUT SET 111U.LED ClirrICAL TASKS

Mounting a Sustained
Fund-Raising Effbrt
Like management, fund raising is a section of -
the puzzle that is frequehtly,neglected until a
crisis puts the group's future an doubt.

Groups who are-ineffective in fund raising do it
haphazardly. Effective groups devote regular
energy and staff time to exploring possibilitie
for funding. They review potential funding
sources systematically, using information fro
ecilLfund-raising manuals as, Program Planning
and Pronosal Writing by Norton J."Kiritz. (T is

manual and other fund-raising resources are
Available from The Grantsmanship Center, 103
South Grand Avenue, Los Angeles, Ca. 90015.)
They master the mechanics of writing a clear
logical propqsal, and develop procedures for
preparing proposal needs statements, budgets
and all the other documentation needed to
support a request for funds.

Peihaps post important, they work constantly t
cultivate personal relationships withjunders.
'In, almost all irltances where funding was
obtained (even in supposedly neutral grant and
contract competitions), there was some persona&
contact and relationship between the assistance
group and the funding agency.

Dive s'ify Sources
Anoth aspe t of succegsful fund-raising is a
,persistent effort to diversify funding sources.
If an effective gni:nip obtains funding for a yeat

or two, thtycuse this period to explore other
funding sour es, rather than taking their

,pemporary success as a sign they can relax. As

one successful fund raiser said, "The harder
we wprk, the luckier we get."

Negotiating Realistic
Commitments with Fun.ders

found that less effective groups tend to
accep us limitations imposed by funders
without question. They agree to unrealistic
commitments, ihort funding periods, and dead-
lines that make no sense for their work. They
go along when funderi shift concerns in the
middle of ,a project.

Of course, the ideas and priorities of funders
create constraints on your group that cannot be
ignored. vHowever, we found,that it is worth
pressing funders about these constraints. Often
when you do4., you find that funders are open to
adjusting their procedures and do not have

. strong reasons for them. It is worth the strug-
gle to make realistic plans and timetables in
applying for fynds, to press for long-term
rather than short-term funding, and to plan the
ends of funding cycles to coincide with natural
bench marks in your work.

,

Look at Yourself How Can
Your Fund Raising Be Improved?
In this exerdise, We ask you to prepare a
_chronology of your funding and use it to'reflect
on how well you incorporate the tasks that we
found criticaltinto your own fund raising.



proved?

Bave ,the peradn niq.st knowledgeabl*, about
,. yot sng ptepare- a _chart like the

'one belay.; 'Iradi.catingthe,timing. of major
)iistpry relevant te, funding. .

shOW, W'here
Prdhlems.,arosi-ot, things.-:Went well.

. groUp lagetIng ask this- person to. . . .

,and Iseues in your

'ftind'-taiSing:'-histotY using-the .dhatt.

.
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3. Use the Rate Yourself exercse'at the begin-
ning of this se4inn to ecialuate your pase:'
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TIM PIECES-OF THE PUZT PI: 86 =CAL TASKS

PUZZLE SECTION 1:
1

FORMING THE ASSISTANCE GROUP
(rate yourself on page 41)

2-20.

2-21.

2-22.

171. initial strategy providei focus '

1-2. strong leadership
1-3. 4`core staff

1-4.. initial funds for about three years
1-5: initial clients
14. resource network

PUZZLE SECTIa 2: .

LEADING AND MANAGING THE ASSISTANCE GROUP
(rate yourself on'page 48)
0

2-1. strong leadership
2=2: Managenent skills
2-3. vosk ama ith akilled leaders
2-4: 'Ialan ing coordination and independence
275. headq arters versus field staff
2-6. work team size
2-7 clarifying jobs
2-8.1 work overload
2-9., dividing responsikility for

:decision making
2-10. creative-decision-making-techniques
2-11. Selecting staff
2-12. training staff
2-13. monitoring and supervising work
2-14. group commitment
2-15, internal communication
2,16. resource network
2.7-17. geography problems

2-18. changes in staff size
2,-19.,teChnical skills

routine administrative and
clerical work
increasing administrative support
clear personnel policies

PUZZLE SECTION 3:
REFINING A SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT STRATEGY
(rate yourself on page 74)

3-1. focus on refining a strategy
3-2. cycle of assistance and analysis
3-3. initial period of direct assistance
3-4. conscious shared strategy
3-5. second period of direct assistance '

3-6. leadership interprets strategy
3-7. human systems perspettive
3-8. central aspects of human systems
3-9._ focused strategy 10
3-10. sthool7principal is key
3-11. insiders or outsiders
3-12. actiusting to local Situations
3-13. clear language for key ideas
3-14. flexible materials

PUZZLE SECTION 4:
DEVELOPING THE ADVISOR'S ROLE
(rate yourself on page 90.

4-1. defining the advisor's job
4-2. adviaor's style
4-3. personal relationships with clients
4-4. hiring advisors

,4-5. trainingdvisors
4-6. .avoiding advisor isolation.



d

PUZZLE SECTION 5:
0ILDING RgLATIONSHIPS WITH CLIENTS
(rate yourielf on page 110)

5-1. taking key people and groups into account,
5-2. understanding local history
5-3. shaping initial meetings
5-4. building credibility and trust
5-5. nature and limits of help
54-6. need's assessment

5-7. match with client's situation
5-8. agreements on mutual responsibilities

'PUZZLE SECTION 6:
PRPVIDING ASSISTANCE
(ra7 yourself on page 125)

6-1. blending five assistance methods
-6-2. doing things for clients
6-3. blending process skills with substance
6-4. concrete help
6-5. criticalbast among clients
6-6. broad network of support
6-7. encouraging independent action
6-8. emphasizing skill develo ment
6-9. broadening clipnt group leadership
6-10. client mapping skills
611._,cycle of analysis and action
6-12. clients become trainers

making clients conscious of progress
6-14. building a vision
6-15. internalizing a standard
6716. part.of.a.movement
6-17. etiiotional breakthrough

6-18. collaboration among client groups

6-19. long-term advisory help

PUZZLE SECTION 7:
RAISING FUNDS
(rate yourself on page 144)

7-1. regular emphasis
7-2. diversify sources
7-3. writing skills
7-4. adjusting to funder priorities
7-5. realistic commitments
7-6pressing for long-term funding
7-7. using natural bemch'marks
7-8. funders' shifting expectations
7-9. documenting assistance work
7-10. initial funds for about three years
7-11. funds for an additional three years

40111k
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A WORD OF THANKS

We hope that assistance groups across.the
country can profit from our analysis of the
experiences of some of their predecessors..
If you do, the four years of effort that went
into this stUdy will be justified.

Many people contributed to this effort,
includiog the leadership and contact people
from tlie assistance groups participating in

the research. They include Doris Beasley,

Jim Wilkes and Preston Wilcox of AFRAM
Associates; Tom Wilson of enter for New
Schools; Rosemary Ralph and Floyd Page of
Experiential Systems, Inc./Creative Teaching
Workshop; Jon Paden, Chuck Willis, John
Bahner, and Samuel Sava of /I/D/E/A/; Carolyn
Runter, Jane Arends, and Rowan Stutz of Rural

Education Program; and Lorraine Montenegro,
Hattie Faulk, Richard Aguire, and Evelina
Antonetty of United Bronx Parents. These
people, along- With several hundred of their
colleagues arid clients, gave freely from
their scarce time and were uniformly open and
self-critical in responding to our questions.

The original research team was talented and
dedicated in putting'together the design,
data collection, data analysis, and write-up

for the project. Members of the research
team, directed by Donald Moore, included
Emile Schepers, Manford Hcames, Kathy Blair,
Carol Taylor, Rachel kosen DeGolia, and Paul

Shane. The research was carried out under
the auspices of Center-for New Schools,
Chicago, .I1Iinois. The ideas of our collea-*
gue Stephen Wilson exerted a major influence
on t/he -design of the study.

The principal writer for this handbook was

Donald Moore. Kathy Blair developed the
handbook's design and also contributed to its
substance. Carol Taylor played an important
role in planning and carrying out the book's

design. Jean Newcomer did the handwritten
parts of the exercises. Mary O'Connell

edited.the text. Sylvia Smithand Carol
Robinson expertly typed the text in its

complex format.

Several people commented extensively on an
initial draft of the handbook. We appreeiate
the thoughtful comments of Edward Glaser,
Beverly Taylor, Earl Durham, Frederick
Mulhauser, Marjorie Martus, and Robert
McCamant..

One earlier publication was a particularly
useful source of ideas for the handbook:
Mapping New Schools by Beverly Loy Taylor

(New York: Center for Policy Research,

1978). The exercises on pages 22, 31, 33,
56, 87, and 92, as well as the map-making
metaphor (see pages 84 to 86), were adapted'
from this book.

The original research was supported by a
grant from the National Institute of Educa-
tion entitled "Assistance Strategies of Six
Groups That Facilitate Educational Change,at
the School/Community Level" (NIE Grnnt Number

NIE-G-74-0052). The resulting report can be

locatid in the ERIC system (ED #140395). The

hAdbOok preparation was supported by another
NIE.,Grant (NIE-G-78-0056). Points of view or

opinions stated do'not necessarily represent
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the official liational Institute of Education
policy or position.

We wish to express special thanks ,to our

Ptoject Officer Frederick Mulhauser and his.
thoughtful colleagues in the program on
Educational Policy.and Organization at the
National Institute of Education. We 4pre
ciate his understanding, support, and
constructive advice.

Cmce again, we hope that the collective
efforts of 0 many who have contributed to
this project can be madt useful in achieving
the goal to which all those studied devote so
much energy -- improving the quality of
school experiences for children.
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